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Abstract 

Lubricant Flow and De-wetting at the Head-Disk Interface of a Hard Disk Drive 
 

by 
 

Alejandro Rodriguez Mendez 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering - Mechanical Engineering 
University of California, Berkeley 

 
Professor David B. Bogy, Chair 

 
In this dissertation we investigate the lubricant behavior at the head-disk interface of a hard disk 
drive (HDD) by numerically simulating the formation of lubricant moguls on the disk and the 
accumulation of lubricant on the slider’s air bearing surface (ABS). We use classical lubrication 
theory from continuum mechanics to model both the air bearing and the lubricant motion. The 
numerical simulations were compared to experimental tests of lubricant reflow on the disk after 
laser heating. A good agreement was found between experiments and numerical simulations.  
 
We investigate the effects of the slider’s flying height, skew angle and ABS design on the 
lubricant flow and reflow. We describe the lubricant thickness profile and volume evolution on 
the slider’s ABS and lateral walls. It was found that a smaller flying height contributes to a faster 
lubricant removal from the ABS due to the induced increase in the air shear stress. When the 
HDD is at rest, the lubricant accumulated on the deposit end flows back into the ABS driven by 
the action of disjoining pressure. It is found, for a particular slider design, that increasing the 
slider’s radial position and thus changing its skew angle has the effect of enhancing the lubricant 
flow process due to a decrease in the slider’s flying height. The lubricant migration process is 
significantly dependent on the ABS design. It is found that slider designs that accumulate most 
lubricant on a broader area on the deposit end and have larger values of air shear stress remove 
lubricant from the ABS at higher volume rates than those designs where accumulation is 
concentrated near the center of the deposit end and have smaller values of average shear stress.  
 
We simulate the flow and reflow processes of unstable lubricant films. We study the spreading of 
droplets with thickness larger than the critical de-wetting thickness. It is observed that, if surface 
tension is neglected from the governing equations, the disjoining pressure acts as a destabilizing 
force inducing an unrestrained growth of the film. The disjoining pressure breaks up the initial 
droplet into smaller ones which narrow down in width and increase in height. As the growth 
continues, the curvature of each droplet becomes sufficiently large to balance the disjoining 
pressure. The final state consists of a few isolated droplets connected by a uniform film. When 
we include the effect of air shear stress and air pressure gradient the initial droplet breaks up into 
smaller ones, which are then sheared downstream in the direction of the air shear stress. It was 
not possible to simulate the de-wetting behavior of the lubricant film on the entire slider domain, 
since it was found that surface tension is significant only at length scales several orders of 
magnitude smaller than the size of the slider.  
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Finally we investigate the changes in magnetic spacing due to lubricant migration on the ABS 
and study the formation of lubricant clots on the disk surface known as “moguls”. It is observed 
that the minimum magnetic spacing of a lubricant contaminated slider is significantly larger than 
that of a clean slider even after a relatively long time of flying the slider over the disk. This 
increase in spacing is detrimental for the read/write performance of the HDD. It is also observed 
that the air shear stress can generate lubricant moguls on the disk surface due to oscillations of 
the slider along the vertical, downtrack and offtrack directions. 
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Chapter 1 
 

Introduction 
 

1.1 Hard Disk Drive operation and the Head-Disk Interface (HDI) 

A hard disk drive (HDD) is a data storage device used for storing and retrieving digital 
information using rapidly rotating disks (platters) coated with magnetic material. A HDD retains 
its data even when it is powered off. A typical HDD design consists of a spindle that holds flat 
rigid ("hard") disks with magnetic heads arranged on a moving actuator arm to read and write 
data to the surfaces [1]. A typical HDD design is shown in figure 1.1. The platters are made from 
a non-magnetic material, usually aluminum alloy, glass, or ceramic, and are coated with a 
shallow layer of magnetic material typically 10–30 nm in depth [2]. The magnetic recording 
layer is protected from impact, corrosion, and wear by a hard diamond-like carbon overcoat (2-3 
nm thick) and a thin polymer lubricant layer (1-2 nm thick) [3]. The platters in contemporary 
HDDs are spun at speeds varying from 5,400 rpm in energy-efficient portable devices, to 15,000 
rpm for high-performance servers. The faster the platter spins, the faster data can be written or 
read in a HDD [4]. 
 

 
Fig. 1.1. Photograph of a Western Digital hard disk drive [2]. 

 
A read/write head (slider) floats above the spinning platter reading and writing data. A HDD 
records data by magnetizing a thin film of magnetic material on a disk. Sequential changes in the 
direction of magnetization represent binary data bits. The data is read from the disk by detecting 
the transitions in magnetization. User data is encoded using an encoding scheme that determines 
how the data is represented by the magnetic transitions [5]. The read/write heads (sliders) are the 
small parts of a disk drive, that move above the disk surface and transform the disk's magnetic 
field into electrical current (reading) or vice versa (writing). The read and write transducers are 
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protected from contact and corrosion by a carbon overcoat (2-3 nm thick). The heads have gone 
through a number of changes over the years. A sketch of the head-disk interface is shown in 
figure 1.2. The heads “fly” above the disk surface with clearance of around 1 nanometer [6]. The 
flying height has been constantly decreasing to enable higher areal density. The flying height of 
the head is controlled by the design of an air-bearing surface (ABS) etched onto the disk-facing 
surface of the slider. The role of the air bearing surface is to maintain a constant flying height as 
the head moves over the surface of the disk. If the head hits the disk's surface, a catastrophic 
head crash can result. A recent technology called thermal flying height control (TFC) improves 
the flying reliability at low physical clearances by bringing only the trailing edge portion of the 
slider containing the read and write transducers close to the disk. In TFC power is supplied to a 
resistive heater embedded in the slider, and the thermal expansion bulge containing the 
read/write transducer brings these elements to the required physical proximity to the disk. The 
TFC concept involves a heater element imbedded near the read/write transducer. Electric power 
is applied to the heater during reading and writing processes, causing a local thermal protrusion 
underneath the transducer, thus reducing the spacing between the transducer and the disk. 
 

 
Fig. 1.2. Head-Disk Interface [7]. 

 
A typical HDD has two electric motors; a spindle motor that spins the disks and an actuator 
motor that positions the read/write head assembly across the spinning disks. Opposite the 
actuator at the end of the head support arm is the read-write head. Circuit cables connect the 
read-write heads to amplifier electronics mounted on the actuator. The relative velocity between 
the disk and slider, on the order of 10 m/s, forms a self-acting pressurized gas bearing called the 
air bearing that balances the applied suspension load and moments that act to push the slider 
toward the disk. In equilibrium, the slider is "flying" above the disk with a minimum physical 
clearance (also called flying height) of about 5 nm or less in modern HDDs. The read/write head 
assembly relies on air inside the disk enclosure to support the heads at their proper flying height 
while the disk rotates. HDDs require a certain range of air densities in order to operate properly. 
The connection to the external environment and density occurs through a small hole in the 
enclosure (about 0.5 mm in breadth), usually with a filter on the inside (the breather filter) [8]. If 
the air density is too low, as at high elevations, then there is not enough lift for the flying head, 
so the head gets too close to the disk, and there is a risk of head crashes and data loss. Specially 
manufactured sealed and pressurized disks are needed for reliable high-altitude operation, above 
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about 3,000 m (9,800 ft) [9]. The air inside the operating drive is constantly moving too, being 
swept in motion by friction with the spinning platters. This air passes through an internal 
recirculation filter to remove any leftover contaminants from manufacture, any particles or 
chemicals that may have somehow entered the enclosure, and any particles or outgassing 
generated internally in normal operation. High humidity present for extended periods of time can 
also damage the heads and platters. 
 
1.2 Hard Disk Drive Industry 
Hard Disk Drives were first introduced by IBM in 1956. HDDs became the dominant secondary 
storage device for general-purpose computers by the early 1960s. Continuously improved, HDDs 
have maintained this position into the modern era of servers and personal computers. More than 
200 companies have manufactured HDDs over time. But consolidations have concentrated 
production into just four manufacturers today: Western Digital, Seagate, HGST and Toshiba. 
Worldwide disk storage revenues were US $32 billion in 2013, down 3% from 2012. The major 
advantage of a HDD is that it is capable of storing a large amount of data cheaply. These days, 1 
Terabyte (1,024 gigabytes) of storage is not unusual for a laptop hard drive, and the density 
continues to grow. However, the cost per gigabyte is hard to calculate now-a-days since there are 
so many classes to consider, though it is safe to say that all HDDs are substantially cheaper than 
SSDs. As a comparison, the popular WD Black (1TB) goes for roughly $69 on most websites 
while the Crucial M500 (960GB) and Samsung 840 EVO (1TB) SSDs go for $369 and $439 
respectively, over five times the price of the WD Black. So if you want cheap storage and lots of 
it, using a standard hard drive is definitely the more appealing way to go. The most common size 
for laptop hard drives is the 2.5” form factor while a larger 3.5” form factor is used in desktop 
computers. The larger size allows for more platters inside and thus more storage capacity. 
 
The digital and computer technology advances in the last several decades have been made 
possible in part by the ability to store and access digital data. Much of the world's digital 
information has been and still is stored on hard disk drives (HDDs). While hard drives may 
appear to the consumer to be giving way to solid state drives (SSDs) in many popular mobile 
devices, the convenience of accessing your data "anytime, anywhere" on multiple devices is 
possible because of the storage of multiple copies of your digital data on servers, refrigerator 
sized arrays of hard disk drives connected on a network, maintained by a cloud service provider 
[10]. Digital technology has also been leveraged in practically every sector of modern society; all 
these activities require storage and access of digital data, tasks often provided by hard disk 
drives. As the worldwide demand for data storage continues to explode HDDs remain an 
important infrastructure player in the world's technological development. 
 
The tremendous increase in magnetic areal density and the associated decrease of cost per 
gigabyte has been largely responsible for the proliferation of hard disk drive recording into new 
applications and markets. The superparamagnetic limit imposes a signal-to-noise ratio, thermal 
stability, and writability tradeoff that limits the ability to continue to scale traditional magnetic 
recording technology to higher storage densities. A new technology called Heat-assisted 
magnetic recording (HAMR) promises to extend the areal density of magnetic data storage. By 
temporarily heating the media during the recording process, the media coercivity can be lowered 
below the available applied magnetic write field, allowing higher media anisotropy and therefore 
smaller thermally stable grains. The heated region is then rapidly cooled in the presence of the 
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applied head field whose orientation encodes the recorded data. A sketch illustrating the HAMR 
writing process is shown in Fig. 1.3. With a tightly focused laser beam heating the media, the 
write process is similar to magneto-optical recording, but in a HAMR system the readout is 
performed with a magnetoresistive element [11].  
 

 
Fig 1.3. A schematic diagram of the HAMR write process [11]. 

 
HAMR requires the development of a number of novel components. These include the light 
delivery system, the thermomagnetic writer, a robust head disk interface, and rapid cooling 
media. Designing these components into a high-performance data storage system requires a large 
research investment. In addition to developing the HAMR technology, the head-media spacing 
must also be reduced from 10 nm in current HDD products to 4.5 nm for 4 TB/in2 magnetic 
recording. New revolutionary technologies in materials, processes, and clearance control 
schemes will be needed to realize the estimated 0.9 nm head overcoat, 1 nm flying height, 0.8 
nm lubricant, and 1.5 nm disk overcoat requirements. Not only will the capabilities of HDI 
technology be stretched to reduce head-media spacing, but new challenges and requirements to 
HDI stability will be introduced by HAMR never seen before in traditional drives [12]. 
 
1.3 Objective and Organization of this Dissertation 

The objective of this dissertation is to advance the understanding of the lubricant behavior at the 
head-disk interface by numerically simulating the accumulation of lubricant on the slider’s air 
bearing surface and the formation of lubricant moguls on the disk surface. Lubrication theory is 
used to model both the air bearing and lubricant motion. 
 
This dissertation is composed of eight chapters. Chapter 1 presents a brief introduction to the 
hard disk drive principles and construction. Chapter 2 describes the forces acting on thin fluid 
films giving rise to the concept of disjoining pressure. The governing partial differential 
equations for the air bearing and lubricant films are derived from Reynolds lubrication theory. 
Chapter 3 describes an experimental investigation of the lubricant reflow process after laser 
heating and compares the results with those obtained from numerical simulations. Chapter 4 
presents numerical simulations of lubricant flow on the slider’s air bearing surface focusing 
attention on the effects of flying height, skew angle and ABS design. The lubricant accumulation 
characteristics on the slider’s ABS and lateral walls are described. In chapter 5 we investigate the 
de-wetting behavior of lubricant films used in HDDs. We simulate the flow and reflow processes 
of unstable lubricant films. In chapter 6 we investigate the changes in flying height due to 
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lubricant migration on the ABS and in chapter 7 we investigate the formation of lubricant 
moguls on the disk surface. Finally, a concluding summary and suggestions for future work are 
provided in Chapter 8. 
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Chapter 2 

 

Lubrication Theory 
 

2.1 Surface tension and the Young-Laplace equation 

The cohesive forces between liquid molecules are responsible for the phenomenon known as 
surface tension. The molecules at the surface do not have other like molecules on all sides of 
them and consequently they cohere more strongly to those directly associated with them on the 
surface. A molecule in the bulk liquid experiences cohesive forces with other molecules in all 
directions, resulting in a net force of zero. A molecule at the surface of a liquid experiences only 
net inward cohesive forces. The net effect is an inward force at its surface that causes liquid to 
behave as if its surface were covered with a stretched elastic membrane. Surface tension is 
measured as the energy required to increase the surface area of a liquid by a unit of area. Surface 
tension has the dimension of force per unit length or of energy per unit area. Surface tension is 
responsible for the shape of liquid droplets. Although easily deformed, droplets of water tend to 
be pulled into a spherical shape by the imbalance in cohesive forces of the surface layer. In the 
absence of other forces, including gravity, drops of virtually all liquids would be approximately 
spherical [13].  
 
Surface tension acts only at the free surface; consequently, it does not appear in the Navier-
Stokes equations, but rather enters through the boundary conditions [14]. The surface tension, �, 
at the air-liquid interface, , acts tangentially to the liquid surface with unit tangent, �, as shown 
in figure 2.1. 
 

 
Fig.2.1. Surface tension acting on the air-liquid interface of a liquid body. 
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Consider the material volume, , around the air-liquid interface shown in figure 2.2. The liquid 
surface enclosed by  is denoted by . A balance of forces on  yields, ∫ �� = ∫ �� + ∫ �� + ∫ �� ,                                          .  

 
where , ,  denote volume, area and line differentials respectively. 
 

 
Fig. 2.2. Material volume around the air-liquid interface. 

 

In the limit as the volume  collapses onto the surface  the volume integrals vanish and 
equation (2.1) yields 
 = ∫ � + ∫ �� ,                                                            .  

 
where = + − − and � denotes the surface normal on  pointing outwards, i.e. from the 
liquid into the air. We use Stokes’ theorem in the above equation to convert the line integral on 

 into a surface integral on , and obtain, 
 = ∫ � + ∫ [ � − �⨂� ∇� − � ∇ ∙ � �] .                                 .  

 
Since the surface  is arbitrary, we can localize the above equation to obtain, 
 � + [ � − �⨂� ∇� − � ∇ ∙ � �] = ,  .                                .  

 
The above equation can be decomposed into tangential, 
 � − �⨂� � + � − �⨂� ∇� = ,                                             .  

 

and normal terms, 
 �⨂� � − � ∇ ∙ � � = .                                                          .  
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In the framework of lubrication theory, the normal stress at the interface, ≈ , is 
approximated by the fluid pressure, i.e. = − . Hence, equation (2.6) can be written in the 
form, 
 = − � ∇ ∙ � = − + + − − � ∇ ∙ � .                                     .  

 
Equation (2.7) is known as the Young-Laplace equation. This equation can be interpreted as the 
balance of normal forces on a given surface element of the liquid, as shown in figure 2.3. 
 

 
Fig. 2.3. Balance of normal forces on an area element at the air-liquid interface. 

 

For a liquid film on the −  plane with a free surface determined by the equation = ℎ , , 
the unit normal, �, is given by 
 � = −( + ℎ + ℎ )− ⁄ (ℎ + ℎ − ).                                       .  
 
Hence, 
 ∇ ∙ � = −( + ℎ + ℎ )− ⁄ [( + ℎ )ℎ − ℎ ℎ ℎ + ( + ℎ )ℎ ].       .  
 
In the framework of lubrication theory it is assumed that the surface slopes ℎ , ℎ  are small 
compared to unity. Hence, we can neglect the squares of these terms in equation (2.9) to obtain, 
 ∇ ∙ � = −ℎ − ℎ .                                                                 .  
 
So, the Young-Laplace equation becomes, 
 − = + − �(ℎ + ℎ ).                                                            .  
 
2.2 Disjoining pressure and the augmented Young-Laplace equation 

It is observed experimentally that in nanometer-thin lubricant films, the molecules in the solid 
substrate interact with those of the coating fluid giving rise to an additional pressure within the 
liquid film (additional to that induced by surface tension and ambient pressure). This pressure is 
known as “disjoining pressure”. Disjoining pressure is generated by several molecular 
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interactions, e.g. van de Waals forces, electrostatic forces between charged surfaces, structural 
effects of the liquid, etc. Disjoining pressure characterizes the state of a thin layer. The pressure 
depends on the thickness of the film, the composition and properties of the interacting phases 
(bodies), and the temperature. In the lubrication approximation, when the slope of the free 
surface of the film is small compared to unity, we can assume that the outcome of all interactions 
between the film and the exterior environment is a pressure, Π ℎ , which depends only on the 
local film thickness ℎ. The disjoining pressure Π ℎ  can be either positive (solid repels the air-
liquid interface) or negative (solid attracts the air-liquid interface), depending on the properties 
of the solid substrate and coating films [15]. 
 
We can interpret the disjoining pressure to be an external pressure in addition to that of the air 
pressure, +, acting on the air-liquid interface as shown in figure 2.4.  
 

 
Fig. 2.4 Balance of normal forces on an area element at the air-liquid interface. 

 
A balance of balance of normal forces on a surface element of the liquid yields, 
 − = + + � ∇ ∙ � − Π ℎ .                                                 .  
 
Equation (2.12) is known as the augmented Young-Laplace equation. When the interaction 
between the liquid film and the solid substrate is dominated by van der Waals forces, the 
disjoining pressure can be approximated by the expression 
 Π ℎ = ℎ ,                                                                       .  

 
where  is known as the Hamaker constant [16]. Other expressions for disjoining pressure 
commonly employed in the literature are shown in table 2.1 and plotted in figure 2.5. 
 
 
 

Table 2.1. Some expressions for disjoining pressure encountered in the literature 
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Disjoining pressure Π ℎ  

Model 1 [16] ℎ  

Model 2 [17] ℎ + ℎ , < <  

Model 3 [18] ℎ + −� ℎ + cos ℎ + −� ℎ 

 

  
Fig. 2.5. Disjoining pressure as a function of liquid film thickness for the three models given in table 2.1 with: = , = , = . − , = − , = − , = , = . , = , = − , =. , = . , = . . 

 
2.3 Lubrication Theory 

As observed in chapter 1, in current hard disk drives the minimum physical spacing between the 
disk and slider is less than 5 nm and the lubricant thickness is around 1 nm. These characteristic 
lengths scales are much smaller than the lateral dimensions of the slider (typically 0.7-1 mm) and 
the disk radius (typically 10-30 mm). When modeling these components of the head-disk 
interface, one can take advantage of the disparity in length scales between coordinate directions 
to simplify the analysis. For both, the air bearing and the lubricant coating the disk, the 
governing equations are specialized forms of the well-known Reynolds lubrication equation. The 
lubricant is considered to be an incompressible Newtonian fluid, while the air is considered an 
ideal gas as well as a compressible Newtonian fluid. The governing equations are derived via the 
traditional lubrication approximation procedure first described by Reynolds [19]. 
 

In fluid dynamics, lubrication theory describes the flow of fluids (liquids or gases) in a geometry 
in which one dimension is significantly smaller than the others. Mathematically, lubrication 
theory can be seen as exploiting the disparity between two length scales. The first is the 
characteristic film thickness, ℎ, and the second is a characteristic substrate length scale . The 
key requirement for lubrication theory is that the ratio ℎ/  is small [20]. 
 

Problems of flow in thin films appear not only in HDDs but they also play an important role in a 
number of applications, such as the spreading of a film, or the lubrication of a hydraulic journal 
bearing. These all involve flow in long thin fluid layers, so the velocity component tangent to the 
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layer is large compared with that perpendicular to the layer: the flow is “quasi-parallel”. The 
dynamics of the spreading of a liquid film, in the first instance, and the forces between solid 
surfaces moving relative to each other, in the second, can be calculated by making the 
simplifying assumption that the flows occur principally in the direction of the plane of the film. 
Specifically, it is the effect of varying pressure along the film that accounts for the force between 
the two components of the bearing [21]. 
 
Consider first a horizontal plate sliding on an incompressible lubricating film past a secondary 
surface as seen in figure 2.6. If the distance ℎ separating the two plates is small compared to the 
dimension of the plate, , we can assume fully developed flow applies throughout most of the 
film when the flow has reached steady state.  
 

 
Fig. 2.6. Horizontal plate on an incompressible film coating a moving plate. 

 
If we assume a velocity field of the form =  we find that the Navier-Stokes equations 
reduce to, 
 ∇ = , .                                                                 .  

 
This equation and the boundary conditions for  imply =  for all , , and a velocity profile 
of the form 
 = − ℎ .                                                          .  

 
Since the pressure is the same inside the film as outside the slider, the sliding motion of two 
parallel surfaces produces no lateral -component of force. To obtain the volume flux through 
the gap we integrate the velocity with respect to  to obtain, 
 = ∫ℎ = ℎ.                                                      .  

 
Now suppose the slider is inclined ever so slightly relative to the stationary plate as in figure 2.7. 
We might guess that if the slope  is small enough, the velocity profile will not be affected.  
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Fig. 2.7. Inclined plate on an incomplressible film coating a moving horizontal plate. 

 
But, owing to the inclination, ℎ is no longer independent of x, so our guess =  leads to = . ℎ = , which violates continuity (mass conservation). However, continuity is 
preserved by a nonzero pressure gradient, / , which causes pressure driven flow. Thus, even 
the primary component of the velocity profile is affected by this slight inclination. More 
significantly, this inclination produces a pressure in the film different from the fluid outside the 
slider which tends to push the two surfaces apart or together. 
 
2.4 Lubrication approximation of the Navier-Stokes equation of fluid mechanics 

It is convenient to write down here the equations governing a compressible Newtonian fluid. The 
constitutive equation for stress is given by, 
 = − � + � � + �,                                                    .  
 

where � = / � + ��  and � = ∇ . We use the above expression for stress in the Cauchy 
momentum equation, 
 ∇ ∙ + � = + � ,                                                         .  
 
to obtain the Navier-Stokes equation, 
 −∇ + + ∇ ∇ ∙ +  ∆ + � = + � .                         .  
 
Conservation of mass yields the continuity equation, 
 = + ∇ ∙ = , + ∇ ∙ ,                                            .  
 
which along with (2.19) and properly defined boundary conditions define the motion of the fluid 
[22]. 
 
We want to non-dimensionalize the above governing equations to obtain approximate scales for 
all variables. Consider the case of a fluid with negligible body forces. In this case equation (2.19) 
becomes, 
 −∇ + + ∇ ∇ ∙ +  ∆ = , + � .                                 .  
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We want to study an air bearing slider of dimension  with minimum spacing ℎ  flying over a 
disk moving with velocity . The disk surface lies in the ,  plane as shown in figure 2.8. 
 

 
Fig. 2.8. Slider air bearing flying over a moving disk.  

 
In the momentum and continuity equations we replace the terms , , , , , ,  by ⁄ , ,  , , , , ℎ ,  where the latter variables are non-dimensional and  is 
to be chosen. From the continuity equation we obtain, 
 = , + , + ( ), + ℎ , .                           .  

 
Rearranging the above equation we obtain, 
 = , + , + ( ), + , ,                                     .  

 
where = ℎ / . Then, an evident choice for  is = . As part of the lubrication 
approximation, we assume the pressure gradient balances the viscous forces, so we choose = /ℎ  to balance the term ,  in the momentum equation (2.21). Making the same 
replacements of dimensional variables by non-dimensional ones in the momentum equations and 
letting, = ℎ / , we obtain, after rearranging, 
 − , + + ( , + , + , ) +  ( , + , ) + ,  = ( , + , + , + , ),                           .  
 − , + + ( , + , + , ) +  ( , + , ) + ,  = ( , + , + , + , ),                           .  
 − , + + ( , + , + , ) +  ( , + , ) + ,  = ( , + , + , + , ).                          .  
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Typical dimensions for the air bearing are: ℎ = −  , = −   , = . −   � ∙, =  / , ~  / , so = −   , = . −  . Also, typical dimensions for a 
PFPE lubricant used in HDDs are: ℎ = −  , = −  , =  � ∙ , = / , ~  / , so = − , = −  [23]. Therefore, for the air bearing 
model of a hard disk drive it is reasonable to neglect terms of order larger than  or  in the 
momentum equation (2.24). Then we obtain, 
 − , + , = ,                                                          .  
 − , + , = ,                                                          .  
 − , = .                                                                  .  
 
The dimensional scales for shear and normal stresses are determined from equation (2.17), i.e. 
 = ( , + , ),                                                      .  
 = ( , + , ),                                                      .  
 = − + ( , + , + , ) + , .                                 .  
 
To non-dimensionalize these equations, we replace , ,  by the non-dimensional variables /ℎ , /ℎ ,  chosen to balance , , , ,  respectively. Thus we obtain, 
 = , + , ,                                                        .  
 = , + , ,                                                       .  
 = − + ( , + , + , ) + , .                          .  

 
We neglect the small terms of order  to obtain the approximated non-dimensional stress, 
 = , ,                                                                .  
 = , ,                                                               .  
 = − .                                                                 .  
 
Equations (2.25) and (2.28) constitute the lubrication approximation framework for the slider-
disk system [24]. 
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2.5 Reynolds lubrication equation for compressible fluids 

Now we consider the boundary value problem of the air bearing slider shown in figure 2.8. The 
equations governing this problem are given by (2.25) and (2.28). It is convenient to write 
equations (2.25) in dimensional variables, i.e. 
 − , + , = ,                                                         .  
 − , + , = ,                                                         .  
 − , = ,                                                                  .  
 
with boundary conditions, 
  = , = + , , = + , , = ,                 .  

  = ℎ , , = − , ,                 = − , ,             = ,                 .  
  = , , = , , = ,                                          .  
 

where  is the ambient pressure,  is Maxwell’s slip length [25] and  is the slider’s width. In 
kinetic theory the slip length is a function of pressure and can be written as, 
 = = ,                                                          .  

 
where  is the air mean free path which is inversely proportional to the air pressure  with 
constant of proportionality , and  is an accommodation factor [26].  
 
When the head-disk spacing is comparable to the air mean free path, the continuum hypothesis is 
a questionable assumption. The mean free path of air molecules is about  = 65 nm at ambient 
pressure and temperature. The minimum slider-disk spacing, ℎ, for a typical ABS design is of the 
order of 10 nm. The ratio Kn = /ℎ, known as Knudsen number, plays an important role in 
lubrication theory. As observed in [7, 117], the continuum approach is sufficiently accurate for 
dense gases in the range Kn < 0.01, while the kinetic theory applies for rarefied gases in the 
range Kn > 10. However, empirical evidence suggests that the applicability of the continuum 
equations can be extended to the regime 0.1 < Kn < 10 by using first-order and higher order 
velocity slip conditions [118-120]. A more accurate description of molecular slip for rarefied 
gases can be obtained from the linearized Boltzmann equation [121-122]. The governing 
equation thus obtained is known as the molecular gas lubrication (MGL) equation. The solution 
of the MGL equation is implemented in the CMLAir air bearing solver and was used in this 
thesis for chapters 4 and 5, while in chapters 6 and 7 we used a first order slip model. The results 
obtained using a first order slip model are within 4 % of those obtained with the MGL equation. 
 
The velocity gradient is obtained by integrating equations (2.29a), (2.29b) once with respect to , 
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, = , + ,                                                        .  

 

, = , + .                                                        .  

 
Integrating again with respect to  we obtain the velocity profile, 
 = , + + ,                                                 .  

 = , + + .                                                 .  

 
Using boundary conditions (2.30a), (2.30b) we obtain, 
 = , ( − ℎ + ) − +ℎ + + ,                              .  

 = , ( − ℎ + ) − +ℎ + + .                              .  

 
Then, we can compute the mass flux, �, through a given cross section by integrating equation 
(2.34) with respect to , 
 = ∫ℎ = − , ℎ + ℎ + ℎ,                           .  

 = ∫ℎ = − , ℎ + ℎ + ℎ.                          .  

 
We have considered the ideal gas law, =  in equation (2.35) with  and  constants, so by 
equation (2.29c)  is independent of thickness . Substituting for  and  we obtain, 
 = − , (ℎ + ℎ ) + ℎ,                                  .  

 = − , (ℎ + ℎ ) + ℎ.                                  .  

 
Consider the control volume shown in figure 2.9.  
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Fig. 2.9. Control volume around the slider-disk system. 

 
A mass balance on this control volume yields the equation, 
 ℎ , + ∇ ∙ � = ,                                                        .  
 
where, � = ( , ) and ∇ ∙, is the two dimensional divergence operator. Substituting for � and 

 we obtain, 
 ℎ , − ∙ [ ℎ + ℎ ] + �� ∙ ℎ = ,                       .  

 
where �� = ( , ) and = ( , , , ). Equation (2.38) is the Reynolds lubrication equation 
for compressible fluids. We can also compute the stress as given by the dimensional version of 
equations (2.28).Thus we obtain, 
 = , = , − ℎ − ℎ + ,                                    .  

 = , = , − ℎ − ℎ + ,                                    .  

 = − .                                                                             .  
 
In most cases considered in this dissertation, the -component of the disk velocity is equal to 
zero, i.e. = , so �� = , . 
 
2.6 Reynolds lubrication equation for incompressible fluids 

In this section we consider the problem of an incompressible fluid coating the surface of a 
moving disk as shown in figure 2.10. The traction exerted by the air on the free surface of the 
liquid is ��, were � is the air stress tensor and � is the unit normal to the free surface of the 
liquid. 
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Fig. 2.10. Slider air bearing flying over a moving disk coated with a liquid film. 

 
The momentum equations are the same as those for the compressible case, i.e. equations (2.29). 
The boundary conditions in this case are,  
  = , = , = , = ,                          .  

  = ℎ , , � = ��,                                              .  

 
where  and � are the stress tensors for the liquid and air respectively. In the lubrication 
approximation � ≈ , so the boundary condition (2.40b) can be approximated by =� , = � , = � . Thus, we can use equations (2.28) to replace the shear stress in the 
liquid by the liquid velocity gradients. Hence, we write the boundary conditions (2.40) in the 
form, 
  = , = , = , = ,                          .  

  = ℎ , , , = � , , = � , = � ,             .  
 

where � , � , �  are obtained from equation (2.39) at = . The velocity gradient is obtained 
by integrating equations (2.29) once with respect to  and using boundary condition (2.41b). In 
this manner we obtain, 
 

, = , − ℎ + � ,                                                 .  

 

, = , − ℎ + � .                                                 .  

 
Integrating again with respect to  and using boundary condition (2.41a) we obtain the velocity 
profile, 
 = , ( − ℎ ) + � + ,                                       .  
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 = , ( − ℎ ) + � + .                                       .  

 
Then, we can compute the volume flux, �, through a given cross section by integrating equation 
(2.44) with respect to , 
 = ∫ℎ = − , ℎ + � ℎ + ℎ,                              .  

 = ∫ℎ = − , ℎ + � ℎ + ℎ,                             .  

 
Consider the control volume shown in figure 2.11.  
 

 
Fig. 2.11. Control volume on the coating film. 

 
A mass balance on this control volume yields the equation, 
 ℎ + ∇ ∙ � = ,                                                                  .  
 
where, � = ( , ) and ∇ ∙ is the two dimensional divergence operator. Substituting for � we 
obtain, 
 ℎ + ∙ {ℎ � − ℎ } + �� ∙ ℎ = ,                                      .  

 
where � = (� , � ), and �� = ( , ). Equation (2.47) is the Reynolds lubrication equation 
for incompressible fluids. The fluid pressure  is determined by a balance of normal forces at the 
air-liquid interface as shown in figure 2.4. Then, using the augmented Young-Laplace equation 
(2.12) [27], = � − �∆ℎ − Π ℎ = � , for the liquid pressure  in equation (2.12) we obtain, 
 ℎ + ∙ {ℎ � − ℎ [ � − �∆ℎ − Π ℎ ]} + �� ∙ ℎ = ,                       .  

 
where � is the air pressure as given by equation (2.38) and ∆ is the two dimensional Laplace 
operator. 
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Chapter 3 

 

Experimental observation and numerical calculation of lubricant reflow after 

laser heating 

 
In heat assisted magnetic recording (HAMR) technology for hard disk drives, the media is heated 
to about 500 °C during the writing process in order to reduce its magnetic coercivity and thus 
allow data writing with the regular magnetic head transducers. The traditional lubricants such as 
Z-dol and Z-tetraol may not be able to perform in such harsh heating conditions due to 
evaporation, decomposition and thermal depletion. However, some of the lubricant depletion can 
be recovered due to reflow after a period of time, which can help to reduce the chance of head 
disk interface failure. In this chapter, the lubricant reflow process is simulated numerically by 
solving the governing equations obtained in chapter 2. The numerical results are compared with 
experiments carried out by Shaomin Xiong and Haoyu Wu from the Computer Mechanics 
Laboratory. A HAMR test stage was used in the experiments to induce a thermal depletion on a 
Z-tetraol type lubricant film. Various lubricant depletion profiles were generated using different 
laser heating conditions. The lubricant reflow process after thermal depletion was monitored by 
use of an optical surface analyzer (OSA). Reasonably good agreement between simulations and 
experiments was observed. 
 

3.1 Introduction  

In current hard disk drives (HDDs), nanometer-thick lubricant layers are applied to the surface of 
the media to provide protection against corrosion and reduce friction and wear during accidental 
slider disk contacts [28]. The lubricant films are synthesized from Perfluoropolyether (PFPE) 
molecules, e.g., Z-tetraol, which are stable enough to protect the disk at room temperature for at 
least five years. On the other hand, high magnetic anisotropy materials need to be used to break 
the limit of superparamagnetism in order to increase storage areal density beyond 1 Tb/in2. The 
magnetic state of this kind of media is so stable at room temperature that current magnetic 
transducers are not able to switch its orientation. Therefore, heat assisted magnetic recording 
(HAMR) technology [29-30] has been proposed to solve this problem. In HAMR, the magnetic 
layer is heated up to its Curie temperature with a laser, reducing the magnetic coercivity of the 
media and allowing data writing using regular magnetic transducers. 
 
Since the lubricant layer is on top of the disk surface, it will be locally heated to a temperature 
similar to that of the magnetic layer. Such high temperatures can damage traditional lubricants 
and reduce their lifetime due to evaporation, decomposition and thermal depletion [31-32]. 
However, it is possible to recover some of the lubricant depletion due to reflow after some period 
of time. The reflow process helps to cure the lubricant depletion and reduce the chance of head 
disk interface (HDI) failure. It is therefore important to understand the mechanisms and 
characteristics of the lubricant reflow for HAMR systems. 
 
3.2 Experimental procedure 

A free space laser stage was built in the Computer Mechanics Laboratory by Shaomin Xiong and 
Haoyu Wu to provide HAMR-like heating conditions on the disk and thus study the lubricant 
depletion and reflow processes. The test stage contains three main parts: an illumination module 
that generates a laser beam with different power levels and focus the laser spot onto the disk with 
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a size of a few microns, a spindle stage that spins the disk at a controlled speed, and a servo 
motor that controls the radial movement of the laser spot. A schematic drawing of the test system 
is shown in figure 3.1. 
 

 
Fig. 3.1. Test stage for HAMR-like heating conditions. 

 
As shown in figure 3.1, a Central Controller governs the Spindle, the Laser Generator, and the 
Servo Motor. A Laser Generator shines a laser light over the spinning disk and the Servo Motor 
controls the objective lens such that different tracks on the disk can be exposed to the laser. The 
laser spot generated from the illumination module heats up the disk to provide HAMR-like 
conditions. Commercial Perpendicular Magnetic Recording (PMR) disks are used in all 
experiments. The disks are 3.5 inches in diameter with aluminum substrates. The lubricant type 
is Ztetraol with A20H additives, and film thickness of 9.5 Å. The disk is exposed to the laser at a 
constant power ��, while spinning at a constant angular velocity . We shine the laser on 
different tracks of the disk for time periods corresponding to 1000, 500, 100, 50, 10, 5, 1 disk 
revolutions respectively. We denote the number of disk revolutions during laser heating by �. 
 
Soon after the disk is exposed to the laser, the disk is measured by an optical surface analyzer 
(OSA Candela). The Q-Phase channel of the OSA Candela is used to measure changes in 
lubricant thickness [33]. Scans by the OSA are taken periodically at room temperature with time 
intervals of 95 s up to a total time of 22 min. A final scan is also taken after 24 h to observe the 
steady state of the lubricant. 
 
3.3 Lubricant reflow process 

Following the experimental procedure described in section 3.2, the lubricant profile at different 
times after laser heating were obtained using the OSA scanner. Some of these images are shown 
in figure 3.2. 
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Fig. 3.2. OSA scanning images which show the relative reflectivity on a disk after laser heating at time: (a) 0 min, 

(b) 3 min, (c) 9 min, and (d) 24 h. The x-axis is the angular position on the disk in degrees. The y-axis is the relative 
radial position on the disk in . In the seven tracks shown in each image we used, from top to bottom, � =  1000, 

500, 100, 50, 10, 5, 1, revolutions respectively. 
 
As seen in figure 3.2a, the parallel horizontal lines represent the tracks exposed to laser heating 
for different �. The increase of reflectivity in the Q-Phase indicates a decrease in lubricant 
thickness (depletion). As shown in figure 3.2a the top tracks have a larger change of reflectivity, 
i.e. a larger � which results from significantly more lubricant depletion. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) 
show the OSA Q-phase images at time 3 min and 9 min respectively. The reflectivity change of 
the tracks is smaller when compared to that of figure 3(a), indicating that the lubricant has 
flowed back into the depleted regions. Figure 3(d) shows the state of the lubricant after 24 h. No 
apparent reflection was observed when �  100, which means that the lubricant has recovered 
back to its initial state. However, when � > 100, it is still possible to observe changes in 
reflectivity which indicates that the lubricant depletion was not fully recovered after 24 h of 
reflow. This final state condition may be due to degradation of the carbon overcoat or magnetic 
layers [31]. To eliminate possible non-lubricant effects, only those results with �  100 are 
discussed below. 
 
Figure 3.3 shows the maximum lubricant depletion depth as a function of time for one set of 
experiments. The lubricant depletion and reflow profiles were obtained from the OSA Q-phase 
images, some of which are shown in figure 3.2. The experimental parameters used in figure 3.3 
are =  �  and �� =  . The number of disk revolutions during laser heating used 
is � = 100, 50, and 5, respectively. The depletion curve for � =  is too small for a reliable 
analysis; therefore that result is not presented [34]. 
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Fig. 3.3. Lubricant relaxation after laser depletion. (a) The three different lines show different laser illumination 

repetitions. Less repetitions result in shallower initial lubricant depletion. The reflow trends are similar for the three 
different conditions. (b) Lubricant depletion normalized with respect to initial value. The depletion is set to 1 at t=0. 

Similar trends are shown. 
 

As shown in figure 3.3a, the lubricant depletion is more severe when the disk is heated for larger �. Figure 3.3b shows the lubricant depletion curves normalized by their initial value. From this 
figure it is observed how the lubricant depletion decreases with time, which indicates that 
lubricant from other regions of the disk flows back into the depleted area. The reflow rate is 
initially fast but decreases with time. Almost 80% of the lubricant recovers within 20 min of 
relaxation at room temperature. 
 
3.4 Comparison between simulation and experiments 

In this section we perform simulations of lubricant reflow to compare the results with the 
experimental ones reported in previous section. The lubricant reflow is described using 
continuum theory with a modified (effective) viscosity [35]. Within the continuum approach, the 
dimensions of the thin film on the disk surface make it possible to use lubrication theory in one 
dimension.  We adapt equation (2.48) for the one dimensional case and fixed disk. Thus we 
obtain the governing equation 
 ℎ + [ℎ Π ℎℎ ℎ] = ,                                                   .  

 
where ℎ = ℎ ,  is the film thickness,  is the effective lubricant viscosity, Π ℎ  is the 
disjoining pressure arising from van der Waals interactions between the lubricant and the solid 
substrate [36]. This disjoining pressure is modeled as Π ℎ = ℎ− , where A is the Hamaker 
constant. The initial condition is given by the lubricant depletion profile obtained in the 
experiments at time =  . As boundary conditions, we consider zero flow at the right and left 
boundaries. This condition is equivalent to setting  ℎ⁄ =  on the boundaries. It can be 
observed that equation (3.1) depends only on the ratio of the Hamaker constant to lubricant 
viscosity. This ratio is adjusted to give the best match for the experimental results. The 
simulation results of lubricant reflow for � =  are shown in figure 3.4. 
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Fig. 3.4. (a) Film thickness profiles at selected times obtained from simulations. (b) Depth of the maximum 

depletion point in the film as obtained from experiments and simulations. The experiment parameters are = � , �� =   and � = . The simulation parameters are = .  � ∙  and = × −  J. 
 

It can be seen from figure 3.4b that the simulation results fit fairly well the experimental data. 
However, there exist regions with some discrepancy. In the first 400 s of reflow, the simulation 
results show a faster recovery rate than the experiments. After this time, the reflow in the 
simulation slows down relative to the experiments. This discrepancy may be explained by noting 
that the lubricant viscosity of thin films can be thickness dependent as discussed in [37]. This 
phenomenon was not included in the present simulation model. Also the model chosen for the 
disjoining pressure may not exactly describe the behavior of the particular lubricant used in the 
experiments. 
 
3.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, the thermal depletion behavior of Z-tetraol due to a free laser beam heating 
condition as well as the recovery behavior after heating was studied. The initial lubricant 
depletion was different for different laser heating conditions, i.e., a longer heating duration 
causes more lubricant depletion. However, a similar trend was found regardless of initial 
lubricant depletion. Almost 80% of lubricant reflows back within 20 min at room temperature. 
Simulation results show a reasonably good agreement with experiments. 
 
Real HAMR laser conditions use a near field transducer (NFT) as a heating method to achieve 
heated spots of tens of nanometers rather than a few microns. So the NFT heating has a spot size 
a few orders of magnitude smaller and its duration is a few orders of magnitude shorter than our 
free laser beam heating. Further study needs to be made with NFT heating and HAMR media. 
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Chapter 4 

 

Numerical simulations of two dimensional lubricant flow on the Air Bearing 

Surface 
 

In order to achieve high recording densities, the air bearing clearance in a hard disk drive (HDD) 
has been decreased down to around 2 nm [6]. At this ultra-low spacing lubricant from the disk 
often transfers to the slider’s air bearing surface (ABS) forming a molecularly thin film that 
imposes a significant disturbance on its flying stability [38-51]. Problems such as head 
instabilities, disk lubricant depletion and increase in head-disk spacing occur when lubricant is 
present on the ABS [52-61]. Moreover, it is expected that the lubricant transfer from disk to 
slider will increase with the use of Heat Assisted Magnetic Recording technology, a possible 
next generation of HDD [62-66]. To avoid this condition, modern sliders should be able to 
remove the lubricant from the ABS as fast as possible. Hence, it is necessary to have a thorough 
understanding of lubricant flow behavior and its driving forces. 

The lubricant flow and migration dynamics on the ABS has been the subject of several recent 
investigations [41, 51, 53, 54, 67, 68, 69]. In [51, 67] the pitch moment and air bearing force 
were calculated numerically when lubricant droplets are located on the slider’s air bearing 
surface. In [68] the lubricant thickness distribution on the ABS was simulated for diverse slider 
attitudes and designs. In [41] the lubricant migration on the ABS was computed numerically 
taking into account the evaporation of lubricant from the slider surface. In [53] there was 
reasonably good agreement between experiments and modeling of lubricant dynamics on the 
ABS for a slider at rest and during flying. In [54] the contribution of lubricant on the ABS to 
magnetic spacing was calculated experimentally and compared with numerical simulations.  

In this chapter, we focus attention on the effects of flying height, skew angle and ABS design on 
the accumulation characteristics of lubricant on the slider’s ABS and lateral walls. Our approach 
is solely numerical based on two-dimensional lubrication theory. The lubricant accumulation 
outside the ABS is studied by folding down the four lateral walls of the slider, locating them on 
the same plane with the ABS, then using the two dimensional model mentioned above.  Air shear 
stress, air bearing pressure and disjoining pressure are considered as driving forces in the 
simulations. The lubricant profile and its volume evolution are calculated for two states of the 
HDD: operating (flow or outflow) and at rest (reflow). In the first state, lubricant is driven by air 
shear stress towards the trailing edge of the slider where it accumulates on the so-called deposit 
end as shown in figure 4.1a. In the second state, lubricant from the deposit end flows back into 
the ABS driven by the action of disjoining pressure and surface tension as shown in figure 4.1b.  
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(a)  

(b)  
Fig. 4.1. Schematic representation of lubricant migration on the slider surface during (a) flow and (b) reflow. 

 
The governing partial differential equation is solved by means of a finite difference numerical 
scheme. Four different ABS designs are considered in the numerical simulations to compare the 
lubricant accumulation characteristics between them. The ABS designs with shorter lubricant 
removal times are indicated. 
 
4.1 Simulation of lubricant flow and reflow on a slider with fixed attitude 

In current HDDs, the thickness of the lubricant film on the disk surface is of the order of 1 nm 
[18] and of similar order of magnitude on the slider surface when lubricant transfer has occurred 
[50]. Even though this film consists of only a few molecules across its thickness, the lubricant 
flow can be well described using continuum theory with a modified (effective) viscosity [70, 35]. 
This approach yields adequate results when compared with experiments [54]. The value of the 
effective viscosity can be several orders of magnitude larger or smaller than that of the bulk 
liquid [71]. Its actual value is strongly dependent on the slider’s surface chemistry, roughness 
and air shear stress intensity. Within the continuum approach, the conditions of operation in a 
HDD make it possible to use lubrication theory and thus obtain governing equations for the flow 
on the slider’s surface. Hence, we can use equation (2.48) to describe the flow of lubricant on the 
slider surface. This equation is reproduced here for convenience, 
 ℎ + ∙ {ℎ � − ℎ [ − �∆ℎ − Π ℎ ]} = ,                                       .  

 
where the term �� ∙ ℎ was omitted since the slider is fixed in space, i.e. �� =  in this case. 
Here, ℎ, , , �, Π are the lubricant thickness, lubricant viscosity, air pressure, surface tension and 
disjoining pressure, respectively. The term � = ( , ) is the air shear stress. In Eq. (4.1) we 
have assumed a no-slip boundary condition at the slider-lubricant interface. It is expected that as 
the film thickness ℎ → , slippage at the interface will have a larger contribution to the overall 
flow; therefore, the assumption of a no-slip condition breaks down. For the thinnest films, 
slippage can be accounted for by introducing a Navier slip boundary condition in the model 
[21,72]. Here, the velocity at the solid-liquid interface is proportional to the velocity gradient 
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into the liquid. The constant of proportionality is the so-called slip length which is not readily 
available to us from current literature. Consequently, we simplify the analysis by considering 
only a zero slip condition in the lubrication model. 
 
We want to non-dimensionalize equation (4.1) to obtain relative scales for all the terms involved 
in it. For this purpose we replace ℎ, , , , �, , Π by the non-dimensional variables ℎ ℎ, , , , � �, , Π Π where we take Π = Π ℎ  and  is to be determined. As done in 
chapter 2 section 2.4, we take = � / , � = � /  where �, ,  are the air viscosity, 
disk velocity and referential air bearing spacing. Hence, after clearing dimensions we obtain, 
 ℎ + ∙ {ℎ � − ℎ [ � − �∆ℎ − �Π ℎ ]} = ,                           .  
 
where we have chosen = � ℎ⁄  and � = ℎ �⁄ , � = �ℎ �⁄ , � =ℎ Π �⁄ . Typical dimensions for a PFPE lubricant on a slider flying on air are: ℎ =−   , = −   , =  � ∙ , = ⁄ , � = . ⁄ , � = . −   � ∙ , =−  , Π = .  � . Hence, obtain the coefficients � = . , � = . −  , � =. − . Therefore, we conclude that the surface tension effect is negligibly small compared 
to the other terms in (4.2). This outcome is also found elsewhere in the literature [73]. For this 
reason, the Laplace pressure was not implemented in the simulations carried out in this chapter. 
Thus, in this section we solve the governing equation, 
 ℎ + ∙ {ℎ � − ℎ [ � − �Π ℎ ]} = .                                    .  
 
For the film characteristics encountered in HDDs, the disjoining pressure is expected to be 
dominated by van der Waals interactions and expressed by [18]: 
 Π ℎ = ℎ ,                                                                         .  

 
where  is known as the Hamaker constant which describes the strength of the van der Waals 
interactions. This equation is plotted in figure 4.2. 
 

 
Fig. 4.2. Disjoining pressure Π ℎ  as a function of lubricant thickness ℎ. 
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There exist an extensive variety of lubricants used in HDDs that differentiate themselves in 
structural composition, functional end groups and molecular weight. In our study, the values of 
the material properties were not chosen to match a specific lubricant. However, the chosen 
values lie within the range of those lubricant properties commonly found in the available 
literature. Thus, the calculations performed in this chapter were carried out using the material 
properties: = .  � ∙  [35], = −   [ ] . The air bearing pressure and air shear 
stress fields were calculated using the CMLAir air bearing software [75] which is used to solve 
equation (2.38). We assumed that the lubricant on the ABS induces a negligible change in air 
bearing pressure and air shear stress. Therefore, this calculation on CMLAir was carried out only 
once for each simulation using a slider with no lubricant. In other words, the air shear and air 
bearing pressure fields are considered to be time independent. 

In order to study the lubricant flow and accumulation outside the ABS using the two dimensional 
model (4.3), we fold down the four lateral walls of the slider (walls parallel to the  direction) 
locating them on the same plane with the ABS as seen in figure 4.3. By following this approach, 
the lubricant accumulation on the deposit end as well as on the three other lateral walls can be 
analyzed. 

(a)  

 
                                           (b)                          (c)          

Fig. 4.3. Slider model: (a) lateral walls unfolded, (b) ABS design and (c) ABS with unfolded lateral walls. 
 

Zero volume flow rate is imposed as the boundary condition on the four outer edges. Outside the 
actual ABS, the air shear stress is set to zero and the air bearing pressure is set to that of the 
ambient pressure. With these conditions, the lubricant evolution equation (4.3) is solved for ℎ 
using a second order accurate Crank-Nicolson finite difference scheme [76]. The resulting 
nonlinear system of equations is solved by a modified Newton’s method [77]. 
 
We simulate the lubricant migration on the surface of a slider with fixed attitude and compare the 
results with those obtained when its flying height and skew angle are modified. Two states of a 
HDD are considered: operation (flow) and rest (reflow). Four different slider designs are 
employed in the simulations. For the initial condition, we consider a 1 nm lubricant layer lying 
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uniformly on the slider surface, as seen in figure 4.4 for t = 0 s. Under these conditions, the 
volume on the ABS is calculated as a function of time. 
 
4.2 Fixed Attitude 

The slider’s attitude is fixed at a minimum fly height (FH) = 10 nm, skew angle = 0°, pitch angle 
= 120 μrad, roll angle = 0 μrad. The slider’s radial position and disk rotational speed are 18 mm 
and 5400 rpm, respectively. The simulation results are presented in figure 4.4. The plots show 
the lubricant film thickness on the slider surface for selected times. Areas of accumulation are 
clearly observable inside and outside the ABS. In particular, a relatively large lubricant build up 
is visible near the center of the deposit end, outside the actual ABS. The film thickness on the 
read/write element is thinner than that on the rest of the slider; however it could be covered by 
lubricant due to a reflow process once the HDD is at rest as discussed below. Before discussing 
the reflow process, it is insightful to analyze the individual contribution to the total flow of the 
second term in equation (4.3), namely the Couette flow due to air shear stress. Then, we calculate 
the contribution of the third and fourth terms in (4.3) i.e. the Poiseuille flow due to pressure 
gradients within the lubricant. All terms involve the thickness parameter, ℎ, hence their values 
change as the lubricant profile evolves with time. To compare them we compute the ratio of the 
average magnitude of the Couette term, C, to the average magnitude of the Poiseuille term, P, i.e. 
C/P. The averages are taken only over the ABS since the air shear stress (hence the Couette term) 
is assumed zero outside the ABS. The ratios at times t = 0 s, 10 s, 100 s, 900 s are C/P= 33.26, 
1.10, 0.98, 1.04 respectively. Thus, we observe that initially, when a flat film covers the slider 
surface, the shear stress dominates largely the flow process. When the flat film deforms, the 
contribution of pressure gradients to the flow process become more relevant. For times larger 
than zero in the above calculations, both terms are approximately of the same order of 
magnitude. Since the Poiseuille term in (4.3) consists of disjoining pressure and air bearing 
pressure, the latter regarded here as fixed in time, this implies that the disjoining pressure plays a 
role in the flow process of the same order of importance as the air shear stress. 
 

 
   Fig. 4.4. Lube thickness at different times for an operating HDD. 
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We now simulate the lubricant reflow when the HDD is at rest after 900 s of operation. In this 
condition, the air bearing pressure and air shear stress are suppressed from the governing 
equation (4.3). Here, the lubricant is driven only by the action of disjoining pressure. The 
simulation results are presented in figure 4.5. The plots show the lubricant film thickness on the 
slider surface for selected times during reflow. It is observed from figure 4.5 that the lubricant 
accumulated on the deposit end diffuses evenly in all directions due to the action of disjoining 
pressure. This process drives lubricant from the deposit end back into the ABS, contaminating 
the read/write element. The lubricant continues to diffuse until the film thickness reaches a 
steady state at approximately t = 3000 s. The lubricant profile at the final state is almost a 
uniform film of 1 nm thickness equal to the initial condition shown in figure 4.4 for t = 0 s. 
 

 
Fig. 4.5. Lubricant thickness profile for a HDD at rest. 

 

4.3 Effect of Flying Height  

The effect of flying height on lubricant flow is now considered. Here, we simulate the film 
evolution on the slider’s surface under the same flying conditions given in the previous section 
but with minimum flying heights of 10 nm, 50 nm, 100 nm and 150 nm.  These values were 
chosen so as to minimize changes in air bearing pressure and air shear stress due to the migration 
of lubricant on the ABS since, as discussed in section 4.1, the air bearing stress and pressure are 
assumed fixed in time for each simulation. Calculations are performed for the cases of flow and 
reflow mentioned above. The results are shown in figure 4.6 where lubricant volume on the ABS 
is plotted as a function of time. The volume was calculated and normalized only over the actual 
ABS, i.e. the amount of lubricant on the lateral walls was not included. Therefore, the 
normalized volume can increase to more than unity due to lubricant from the lateral walls 
entering into the ABS. 
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Fig. 4.6. Lubricant volume on the ABS for selected flying heights. 

We observe in figure 4.6 that the volume decreases with time during HDD operations (flow). In 
this case, lubricant is removed from the ABS mainly by the action of the air shear stress. On the 
other hand, when the drive is at rest (reflow) the volume increases with time due to lubricant 
from the deposit end flowing back into the ABS driven by disjoining pressure. It is also observed 
in figure 4.6 that a smaller flying height results in a faster lubricant removal during HDD 
operations. In particular at t = 900 s, more lubricant is moved out of the ABS as the flying height 
is reduced. Computing the average air shear stress over the ABS we obtain 127.9 Pa, 111.8 Pa, 
98.1 Pa, 88.6 Pa for the minimum flying heights of 10 nm, 50 nm, 100 nm, 150 nm respectively. 
We note that decreasing the slider’s flying height induces an increase in air shear stress that 
speeds up the lubricant flow process. 

4.4 Effect of Skew Angle 

To study the effect of skew angle on the lubricant flow we select the following values of skew 
angle: 15°, 7°, 0°, -7°, -15° as shown in figure 4.7a. In this case, the slider’s flying attitude is not 
fixed, i.e. its flying height, skew, pitch and roll angles are dependent on the radial position of the 
slider on the disk. The relation among radial position, skew angle and minimum flying height are 
given in table 1 for the particular HDD configuration considered in our study.  
 

Table 1. Relation among slider’s radial position, skew angle, minimum flying height and average air shear stress. 
Radius (mm) Skew (deg) min FH (nm) Air Shear (Pa) 

25.254 15 6.849 186.30 
21.161 7 7.647 155.00 

18 0 9.094 131.23 
15.311 -7 10.666 112.31 
12.83 -15 11.511 95.91 

 
The simulation results are presented in figure 4.7b,c. The plots show the lubricant film thickness 
on the slider’s surface for skew angles of 15°, and -15° at time t = 300 s. It is clear from this 
figure that one of the effects of skew angle is to mobilize more lubricant towards the sides (top 
and bottom) of the slider. Moreover, for this particular slider design, the flow process is 
intensified as the skew angle increases.  
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(a)  

 
                                   (b) Skew = 15°                     (c) Skew = -15° 

Fig. 4.7. (a) Skew angle definition. Lubricant profiles at t=300 s for skew angles of (b) 15° and (c) -15°. 

This is observed clearly in figure 4.8 where the volume of lubricant on the ABS is plotted as a 
function of time for the selected values of skew angles. The plot shows that, during HDD 
operations, a faster lubricant removal corresponds to a larger (more positive) value of skew 
angle, i.e. more lubricant is removed from the ABS as the skew angle increases from negative to 
positive values. 

 
Fig. 4.8. Lubricant volume on the ABS for chosen skew angles. 
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To explain this behavior, we observe in table 1 that more positive values of skew angle 
correspond to smaller flying heights (for this particular slider design, figure 3). From table 1, we 
observe that a reduction in flying height induces an increase in average air shear stress that 
enhances the flow as discussed in section 4.2. 
 

4.5 Effect of Slider Design 

We analyze the effect of slider design on the lubricant migration process. To this end we choose 
the four ABS designs presented in the first row of figure 4.9. The flying attitude of the four 
sliders is fixed with the same values given in section 4.2. The plots show the lubricant film 
thickness on the slider surface at times t = 100 s and t = 900 s. It is observed that the lubricant 
distribution is slider dependent. In particular, at time t = 900 s, sliders 1 and 4 accumulate a 
relatively large amount of lubricant near the center of the deposit end, next to the trailing end 
center pad. 
 

 
           (a)                            (b)                            (c)                            (d)          

Fig. 4.9. Lubricant thickness profile at times t = 100 s and t = 900 s for chosen ABS designs corresponding to: (a) 
slider 1, (b) slider 2, (c) slider 3, (d) slider 4. 

On the other hand, sliders 2 and 3 spread this lubricant across the width (  direction) of the 
deposit end, i.e. they have a larger area of distribution. The way in which lubricant is 
accumulated on the deposit end may have implications on how fast the lubricant is removed from 
the ABS as discussed below.  

In figure 4.10 the lubricant volume on the ABS is plotted as a function of time for the four slider 
designs. As observed, the curves corresponding to sliders 1 and 4 (and sliders 2 and 3) show 
similar trajectories, i.e. they are close to each other. Moreover, during HDD operations (flow), 
sliders 2 and 3 remove more lubricant from the ABS in a shorter period of time than sliders 1 and 
4. The average air shear stress over the ABS is 127.9 Pa, 184.3 Pa, 202.4 Pa, and 135.4 Pa for 
sliders 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. We notice that the average air shear stress is larger on sliders 2 
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and 3 than on sliders 1 and 4. This observation is in agreement with the behavior of the volume 
plots shown in figure 4.10, namely that sliders 2 and 3 have a faster clean up time. 
 

 
Fig. 4.10. Lubricant volume on the ABS for chosen slider designs. 

Since air shearing plays an important role in determining the lubricant flow characteristics, we 
can gain further insight into the migration process by analyzing the air shear stress profile on the 
ABS. In figure 4.11, the vector field and intensity of the air shear stress are plotted for sliders 1 
and 3. Besides the fact mentioned above, namely that slider 3 has a larger average shear stress 
than slider 1, we indicate a few important differences between their shear profiles. In figure 
4.11a, we note that the magnitude of the air shear stress along the trailing end edge of slider 1 is 
close to zero except on the center pad where it is the largest. From this characteristic, we expect 
the largest accumulation of lubricant on the deposit end near the center pad, in agreement with 
the profile shown in figure 4.9a. Also along this edge we note two regions, above and below the 
center pad, where air shear is directed towards the interior of the ABS, i.e. approximately along 
the −  direction. On the other hand, in figure 4.11b we observe that the air shear stress on the 
trailing edge of slider 3 is all directed away from the ABS towards the deposit end. Moreover, 
the shear stress magnitude is relatively large, around 300 Pa, all along the trailing edge and it is 
the largest on the center pad. Here, we expect a large accumulation to exist all along the trailing 
end on the deposit end, in agreement with figure 4.9c. 
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                                       (a) Slider 1                                    (b) Slider 3 

Fig. 4.11. Vector field and magnitude of air shear stress for (a) slider 1 and (b) slider 3. 
 

For the reasons presented above, it is plausible to relate the time for lubricant removal, on a 
particular slider design, to the magnitude and distribution of the air shear stress on the ABS. 
These shear stress characteristics determine the extent of area on the deposit end where most 
lubricant is accumulated. Therefore, we can use the lubricant accumulation profile on the deposit 
end as an indicator of a slider’s speed in removing lubricant from the ABS. As it is observed in 
figure 4.9a,d accumulation on sliders 1 and 4 occurs largely in a small area near the center of the 
deposit end and the average magnitude of shear stress is smaller than sliders 2 and 3; therefore 
lubricant is removed from the ABS at a relatively slow rate which is clearly depicted in figure 
4.10. On the other hand, figure 4.9b,c shows that accumulation on sliders 2 and 3 occurs all 
along the trailing edge on the deposit end and the average shear stress is larger than sliders 1 and 
4; consequently lubricant is removed from the ABS at a higher rate as demonstrated in figure 
4.10. 
 

4.6 Conclusions 

It is shown that the lubricant accumulation characteristics on the slider surface are strongly 
dependent on the slider’s flying height, skew angle and ABS design. The lubricant thickness 
profile and volume evolution on a slider’s ABS are calculated including the effects of air shear 
stress, air bearing pressure and disjoining pressure as driving forces. Changes in flying height, 
skew angle and slider design are taken into account in the numerical simulations. It is concluded 
that a smaller flying height contributes to a faster lubricant removal from the ABS due to an 
induced increase in air shear stress. It is observed that when the HDD is at rest, lubricant 
accumulated on the deposit end flows back into the ABS driven by the action of disjoining 
pressure. It is found, for a particular slider design, that increasing the slider’s skew angle has the 
effect of enhancing the lubricant flow process due to a decrease in the slider’s flying height. The 
lubricant migration process is significantly dependent on the ABS design. It is found that slider 
designs that accumulate the most lubricant on a broader area on the deposit end and have larger 
values of air shear stress remove lubricant from the ABS at higher volume rates than those 
designs where accumulation is concentrated near the center of the deposit end and have smaller 
values of average shear stress. 
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Chapter 5 

 

De-wetting on the slider’s air bearing surface  
 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we investigate the de-wetting behavior of perfluoropolyether (PFPE) lubricant 
films used in HDDs. As observed in chapter 1, in order to achieve higher recording densities the 
slider’s read/write head should be brought closer to the disk. Currently, the minimum air-bearing 
clearance in HDDs has been decreased down to around 2 nm. At this ultra-low spacing lubricant 
from the disk often transfers to the slider’s air bearing surface (ABS) forming a molecularly thin 
film that imposes a significant degradation on its performance. To achieve the future required 
sub-nanometer clearances, perturbations in the lubricant film need to be kept to less than a few 
angstroms in thickness [78]. Consequently, it is critical to make accurate predictions of the 
lubricant response at the head-disk interface in order to engineer reliable HDDs. The accuracy of 
these predictions relies on a proper understanding and implementation of the lubricant’s 
disjoining pressure. The lubricants used in current HDDs have reactive functional end groups 
that bond the lubricant to the disk overcoat [79-80] as shown in figure 5.1. 
 

 
Fig. 5.1. Schematics of the functionalized multidentate lubricant. The small dots represent the functional groups 

providing adhesive interactions [79].  
 

When these lubricant films reach a critical thickness they become unstable and form either 
multilayers or droplet structures as shown in figure 5.2 [81-84].  
 

(a)     (b)  
Fig. 5.2. An unstable lubricant film forms either (a) multilayer structures [81], or (b) droplet structures [83]. 

 
The above unstable phenomenon on liquid films is known as de-wetting. De-wetting is a process 
that can occur at a solid-liquid or liquid-liquid interface. Generally, de-wetting describes the 
rupture of a thin liquid film on the substrate and the formation of droplets [85-89]. 
 
The dynamics of nano-scale thin films is determined mainly by their disjoining pressure. Most 
studies in HDDs consider a disjoining pressure that is due only to van der Waals forces, i.e. Π ℎ = ℎ− . This model provides only a crude estimate for the lubricant behavior. It cannot 
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predict the motion of liquid films where de-wetting or multilayer formation occurs. Disjoining 
pressure is generated by diverse forces such as: van der Waals, electrostatic and structural forces; 
the last one arises from molecules within the film having a structure different from that of the 
bulk lubricant [90]. 
 
5.2 Spreading of a lubricant film with negligible surface tension 

We first consider the case of a slider at rest with a uniform lubricant layer on its surface. Since 
the slider is at rest the air shear stress � and air pressure gradient  vanish. As observed in 
chapter 4, the lubricant flow on a slider with dimension =   is dominated by the 
disjoining pressure so that the effect of surface tension can be neglected. Therefore, under these 
conditions the equation of motion (2.12) becomes, 
 ℎ + ∙ {ℎ Π′ ℎ ℎ} = .                                                       .  

 
We non-dimensionalize this equation by replacing the dimensional variables ℎ, , , , Π by the 
non-dimensional ones ℎ ℎ, , , , Π Π where we take Π = Π ℎ  and = Π ℎ⁄  
so that the first term in (5.1) balances the disjoining pressure term. Then, the non-dimensional 
equation is, 
 ℎ + ∙ {ℎ Π′ ℎ ℎ} = .                                                         .  
 
We first consider the disjoining pressure given by model 2 from table 2.1, i.e. 
 Π ℎ = ℎ− + ℎ− ,                                                            .  
 
with = − . −   , = −   , = , =  [91]. This equation is plotted 
in figure 5.3. The disjoining pressure given by equation (5.3) roughly approximates the behavior 
of a ZDOL lubricant commonly used in HDDs [92]. 
 

  
Fig. 5.3. Disjoining pressure as function of film thickness given by model 2 from table 2.1.  
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We solve equation (5.2) using a finite difference numerical scheme where we use central 
differences for the spatial derivatives and one sided differences for the time derivative. As 
boundary conditions we set the restriction ℎ⁄ =  on the four walls; this condition is 
equivalent to imposing a zero volume flux through any of the boundaries. As for the initial 
condition, we consider a 1.5 nm lubricant layer lying uniformly on the slider surface. And we 
consider a portion of the slider surface of dimensions × . We insert a 1 nm droplet on top of 
the lubricant to play the role of a disturbance in the film. We use the values =  � ∙ , =−   , ℎ = −   , Π = |Π ℎ |, hence the resulting time scale for this flow process is 
approximately = Π ℎ⁄  = .   . The simulation results are shown in figure 5.4. 
 

         =      =      

      =     =   
Fig. 5.4. Lubricant thickness profiles of a droplet at times 0 s, 200 s, 600 s, and 1000 s. Surface tension is neglected. 

Mesh grid size =  . Disjoining pressure given by model 2 from table 2.1. 
 

Figure 5.4 shows the evolution of the lubricant droplet with time. It is observed that the initial 
droplet breaks up into smaller droplets which grow to a thickness over 5 nm. The width of each 
droplet narrows down to the size of the computational grid at which point the solution is no 
longer valid. To gain insight into the results obtained in figure 5.4 we linearize equation (5.2), 
around ℎ = ℎ , to obtain, 
 ℎ + ∆ℎ = ,                                                                       .  
 
where = ℎ Π′ ℎ ⁄ . Equation (5.4) is the ubiquitous heat equation which is known to be 
stable for , i.e. when Π′ ℎ  and unstable when > , i.e. when Π′ ℎ >  [93]. For 
the particular choice of disjoining pressure given by (5.3) we find that below (above) ℎ =
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 . −    equation (5.4) is stable (unstable). For the initial condition shown in figure 5.4, 
we observe that the top of the lubricant droplet is in an unstable condition. Hence, from equation 
(5.4), we expect the height of the droplet to grow continuously until Π′ ℎ →  or ℎ → . 
 
We also observe that the width of most droplets shown in figure 5.4 at 1000 s corresponds to the 
size of the grid used in the numerical simulation, i.e.  . Motivated by this, we refine the 
mesh to half the size of the grid size used previously i.e. .  . The results are shown in figure 
5.5. 

          =    =   

     =     =   
Fig. 5.5. Lubricant thickness profiles of a droplet at times 0 s, 200 s, 600 s, and 1000 s. Surface tension is neglected. 

Mesh grid size = .  . Disjoining pressure given by model 2 from table 2.1. 
 

Again, we observe that the horizontal size (width) of most droplets shown in figure 5.5 at 1000 s 
corresponds to the size of the grid, refined in this case. We attribute this behavior to the finite 
difference numerical scheme itself. Consider a point ,  in figure 5.5(1000 s) that corresponds 
to the peak value of an isolated droplet. Hence, approximating the gradient of the thickness, ℎ, 
by a central difference, we obtain ℎ , ⁄ ≈ ∆⁄ [ℎ + ∆ , − ℎ − ∆ , ] = , 
and similarly ℎ , ⁄ ≈ , since ℎ + ∆ , = ℎ − ∆ , = ℎ , + ∆ =ℎ , − ∆  in this case. Therefore, the results shown in figures 5.4 and 5.5 cannot be 
considered as reliable since it is an artificial consequence of the finite difference scheme. To 
avoid such a problem we need to include in equation (5.2) the restoring force of surface tension 
to balance the disjoining pressure when Π′ ℎ > . 
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5.3 Spreading of a lubricant film with non-negligible surface tension 

Now, we assume that the conditions of the lubricant film and the dimensions of the 
computational domain are such that surface tension is of significant magnitude so that it balances 
the disjoining pressure. Hence, the equation of motion (2.12) becomes, 
 ℎ + ∙ {ℎ [�∆ℎ + Π ℎ ]} = .                                            .  

 
We non-dimensionalize this equation by replacing ℎ, , , , Π by the non-dimensional variables ℎ ℎ, , , , Π Π where we take = �ℎ⁄  and Π = �ℎ ⁄  so that the surface 
tension term balances the disjoining pressure term. Then, the non-dimensional equation becomes, 
 ℎ + ∙ {ℎ [∆ℎ + Π ℎ ]} = .                                                .  
 
We solve this equation using the finite difference numerical scheme described above. As 
boundary conditions we impose the restriction ℎ⁄ =  and ℎ⁄ =  on the four walls; 
this condition is equivalent to imposing a zero volume flux through any of the boundaries. We 
choose the model of disjoining pressure given by equation (5.3). As before, the initial condition 
is a 1.5 nm lubricant layer lying uniformly on the slider surface with a 1 nm droplet on top of the 
lubricant to play the role of a disturbance in the film. We use the values � = .  /  [94], =  � ∙  [74, 95], = −   , ℎ = −   , so the resulting time scale for this flow 
process is approximately = �ℎ⁄ = .   . The simulation results are shown in 
figure 5.6. 
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           =     =   

      =            =   
Fig. 5.6. Lubricant thickness profiles of a droplet at times 0 s, 15 ms, 50 ms, and 1 s. Surface tension is included. 

Disjoining pressure given by model 2 from table 2.1. 
 

From figure 5.6(0 s), we observe that the droplet initially has a thickness larger than .   so Π′ ℎ > . This implies that the state of the droplet is unstable so it starts to increase in 
thickness as shown in figure 5.6(15 ms). Due to the characteristics of Π � , the droplets continue 
to grow in height and decrease in width until its curvature is large enough for the surface tension 
term (Laplace pressure) to balance the disjoining pressure. The initial droplet creates a ring of 
lubricant around it that eventually breaks up into smaller droplets as seen in figure 5.6(50 ms). 
The resulting new state is stable since it is energetically more favorable than the initial state [96]. 
 
We can also consider, as initial condition, a uniform lubricant layer on the surface of the slider 
with a thickness of 2.5 nm. In this case the film is already unstable since Π′ ℎ >  when ℎ > .  . We perturb the uniform film by creating a hole, 1 nm depth, in the middle of the 
domain. The results are shown in figure 5.7. 
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            =      =   

       =            =   
Fig. 5.7. Lubricant thickness profiles of a hole in a uniform film at times 0 s, 8 ms, 20 ms, and 1 s. Disjoining 

pressure given by model 2 from table 2.1. 
 

From figure 5.7(0 s), we observe that the film, away from the center hole, has a thickness of .  , i.e. larger than .   so Π′ ℎ > . This implies that the state of the film is unstable. 
The center hole increases in width as time progresses. This process generates concentric rings 
around the initial hole which eventually break up into smaller droplets as seen in figure 5.7(50 
ms). This action is known as de-wetting [85]. The final state is that of a few isolated lubricant 
droplets connected by a uniform film with a thickness of .  , approximately the thickness 
when Π ℎ =  and Π′ ℎ <  which is ℎ = .   as seen in figure 5.3. 

 
Consider now a multi-dentate type of lubricant such as ZTMD which is commonly encountered 
in HDDs [58]. An expression for the disjoining pressure of this type of lubricants is proposed in 
[18] and is given by, 
 Π ℎ = ℎ− + −�3ℎ + cos ℎ + −� ℎ,                         .  

 
with = . −   , = − .   ⁄ , = , = −   ⁄ , = .  , = . , = .  . This equation is plotted in figure 5.8. 
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Fig. 5.8. Disjoining pressure as function of film thickness given by model 3 from table 2.1.  

 
We first consider the spreading of a lubricant step lying over the surface of the slider with lateral 
dimensions =  . The step is 20.66 nm in its high part and 1.5 nm in its low part as shown 
in figure 5.9a. We solve equation (5.6) using the numerical scheme previously described. The 
simulation results are shown in figure 5.9b. Due to the relatively large lateral dimensions of the 
slider, relative to the lubricant thickness, surface tension effects are negligible in this case when 
compared to disjoining pressure effects. As observed in figure 5.9b, after 1000 s the initial 
lubricant step deforms into a terraced or multilayer structure. The obtained multilayer structure 
contains 6 visible layers (5 steps). The first layer has a thickness of 1.5 nm, whereas the height of 
the next layers is: 4.33 nm, 8.53 nm, 12.64 nm, 16.65 nm and 20.47 nm respectively. These 
heights correspond closely to those points in figure 5.8 where Π′ ℎ <  and Π ℎ =  i.e. the 
points of stability: 1.55 nm, 4.37 nm, 8.52 nm, 12.59 nm, 16.63 nm and 20.66 nm respectively. 
 

(a)       (b)  
Fig. 5.9. Lubricant thickness for the spreading of a step on the film at time (a) 0 s and (b) 1000 s. Disjoining 

pressure given by model 3 from table 2.1. 
 

These terraced structures on PFPE lubricants are also observed in experiments which confirm the 
validity of our results. In [84] the authors investigate the spreading profiles of a Zdol film with a 
thickness of 15 nm. Their experimental results are shown in figure 5.10.  
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Fig. 5.10. Thickness profiles of Zdol on amorphous carbon, with initial thickness of 15 nm at 20 min, 7 h, 24 h and 

48 h [84]. 
 

As shown, a complex layered structure develops with time. The development of such a layered 
structure has been interpreted as a manifestation of a specific surface conformation. As noted in 
[84], the diffusive first layer develops from the diffusion of Zdol molecules within the first 
monolayer, with end-groups orienting preferentially towards the carbon surface. The interactions 
between these molecules and the carbon surface are stronger than intermolecular interactions. 
Hence, molecules spread like a two-dimensional gas. The second layer is much less mobile and 
exhibits a sharp step, which has a thickness nearly twice of the first layer. The proposed 
conformation of this layer was Zdol dimers, having their end-groups connected to each other via 
hydrogen bonding. These molecules are more strongly influenced by the intermolecular 
(cohesion) than surface (adhesion) interactions [97]. 

 
Now consider a uniform lubricant layer lying on a portion of the surface of the slider with a 
thickness of 2.5 nm. As before, we perturb the uniform film by creating a hole, 1 nm in depth, in 
the center of the computational domain. The results are shown in figure 5.11. 
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      =       = .   

   =      =   
Fig. 5.11. Lubricant thickness profiles of a hole in a uniform film at times 0 s, 0.6 ms, 2 ms, and 100 ms. Disjoining 

pressure given by model 3 from table 2.1. 
 

From figure 5.11(0 s), we observe that the film, away from the center hole, has a thickness of .  , i.e. larger than  , so Π′ ℎ > . This implies that the state of the film is unstable. 
Similar to the results obtained using the previous disjoining pressure given by (5.3), with this 
new disjoining pressure given by (5.7) the center hole increases in width as time progresses 
generating concentric rings around the initial hole. The rings reach the boundary first at the 
center of the walls and eventually break up into smaller droplets which coalesce into larger ones 
as seen in figures 5.11(100 ms). At the final state only of a few isolated lubricant droplets 
remain. These droplets are connected by a uniform film with a thickness of .  , which is 
approximately the smallest thickness at which Π ℎ =  and Π′ ℎ < . 
 
We now investigate the effect of substrate roughness on the de-wetting behavior of the lubricant. 
For this purpose we consider a substrate roughness with a maximum peak value of 0.1 nm. The 
roughness was generated randomly using a Gaussian noise distribution as shown in figure 5.12. 
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Fig. 5.12. Substrate roughness generated by Gaussian noise with maximum peak value of 0.1 nm. 

 
On top of the substrate roughness we consider a lubricant film with a uniform thickness of 2.5 
nm relative to the mean plane of the substrate roughness. We use the disjoining pressure given 
by (5.7). The results are shown in figure 5.13. 
 

   = .    = .   

     = .        = .   
Fig. 5.13. Lubricant thickness profiles of a uniform film coating a substrate with roughness at times 0.15 ms, 0.3 ms, 

0.8 ms, and 0.1 s. Disjoining pressure given by equation (5.7). 
 
As observed in figure 5.13, the substrate roughness induces the uniform film to break up into 
droplets distributed throughout the computational domain. As time progresses, the smaller 
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droplets merge among each other to form larger ones. After a time of = .   the state of the 
film consist of just a few isolated droplets with thickness of around 4.4 nm connected by a 
uniform 1.5 nm film. As observed above, the connecting film and droplet thickness correspond 
to the thickness ℎ at which Π ℎ =  and Π′ ℎ < . 
 
5.4 Lubricant flow on a slider flying over a spinning disk 

We now consider the case of a slider, no longer at rest, but flying over the spinning disk surface. 
In this case, we must consider the effects of air shear stress and air pressure. We consider a slider 
with length ≈   so the equation of motion is given by (4.3). The dimensional version of 
that equation is reproduced here for convenience, 
 ℎ + ∙ {ℎ � − ℎ [ − Π ℎ ]} = ,                                            .  

 
where the surface tension term is not included since it is negligible small compared to the other 
terms and can be left out of the governing equation as described in chapter 4 section 4.1. We 
non-dimensionalize equation (5.8) by replacing ℎ, , , , �, , Π by the non-dimensional variables ℎ ℎ, , , , � �, , Π Π, where Π = Π ℎ . We choose � = ℎ Π ⁄ , = Π , =Π ℎ⁄ . Thus, we obtain the non-dimensional equation, 
 ℎ + ∙ {ℎ � − ℎ [ − Π ℎ ]} = .                                           .  
 
We consider the slider with the air bearing surface shown in figure 5.14. The length and width of 
this slider are 1.33 mm and 0.83 mm respectively. 
 

 
Fig. 5.14. Air bearing surface design chosen for the simulation of section 5.4. The length and width of this slider are = .   and = .   respectively. 

 
We calculate the air shear stress and air bearing pressure using the CMLAir air bearing solver 
[75]. We solve equation (5.9) using the finite difference numerical scheme described before. We 
consider the disjoining pressure given by (5.7) and compare the results with those obtained by 
using the purely van der Waals disjoining pressure (4.4). The results are shown in figure 5.15 
where the red color represents a thickness larger or equal to 2 nm. 
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(a)        (b)  
Fig. 5.15. Thickness profile at t = 100 s for a film with disjoining pressure given by equation (a) (4.4) and (b) (5.7) 

 
It is observed, that the results obtained using a purely van der Waals disjoining pressure (figure 
5.15a) are considerably different from those obtained with the disjoining pressure (5.7) (figure 
5.15b). In figure 5.15b, we observe that, as the air shear stress forces the lubricant to migrate and 
accumulate on the surface of the slider, the film becomes unstable at those regions where its 
thickness is such that  Π′ ℎ > . There, the film breaks up into droplets. As time progresses, the 
droplets increase in height and decrease in width. Eventually, the widths of the droplets narrow 
to the size of the computational grid (  ) in a similar fashion to previous results shown in 
figure 5.4. Since there is no surface tension term to balance the disjoining pressure and air shear 
stress, the droplets continue to grow unboundedly. However, we expect that as the droplets 
decrease in width, the magnitude of their curvature will be sufficiently large for surface tension 
(Laplace pressure) to become important. This can only happen at a length scale of the order of  . Therefore, at such length scales, we need to consider the surface tension effect in our 
calculations. 
 
We now consider only a portion of the slider surface of dimension =  . Then from 
equation (4.2) � = . , � = . −  , � = . . In this case the surface tension term can 
be important when the curvature of the film is sufficiently large. However, the air shear stress 
and air pressure gradient vary on a scale of the order of  , hence they can be considered 
constant on such length scales, i.e. � and  are constant in this case. The governing equation is 
given by (2.48), reproduced here for convenience,  
 ℎ + ∙ {ℎ � − ℎ [ − �∆ℎ − Π ℎ ]} = .                            .  

 
We can obtain a non-dimensional equation free of constant coefficients by replacing ℎ, , , , �, , Π by the non-dimensional variables ℎ ℎ, , , , � �, , Π Π. In this case we 
choose � = �ℎ ⁄ , = �ℎ⁄ , = �ℎ ⁄ , Π = �ℎ ⁄  to obtain the non-
dimensional equation, 
 ℎ + ∙ {ℎ � − ℎ [ − ∆ℎ − Π ℎ ]} = .                                   .  
 
Since, in this case � and  are considered constants, equation (5.11) can be written as, 
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 ℎ + ∙ {ℎ [∆ℎ + Π ℎ ]} + ∙ ℎ = ,                                 .  
 
where ℎ = ℎ� − ℎ � . We use the same slider as before, i.e. the one with ABS design 
shown in figure 5.14. The air shear stress and air bearing pressure are calculated with the 
CMLAir air bearing solver [75]. We consider the average values of � and  over the region of 
the slider known as the central trailing edge pad. We obtain the non-dimensional values � =. ,   and = , . We solve equation (5.12) using a finite difference numerical 
scheme, where we use central differences for the surface tension and disjoining pressure terms, 
one sided differences for the time derivative. We also use one sided differences (upwind) for the 
last term in (5.12) since  acts effectively as a convective velocity.  
 
We first consider, as initial condition, the lubricant droplet sitting on a uniform film shown in 
figure 5.6(0 s). The results are shown in figures 5.16a and 5.16b where we use the disjoining 
pressures given by (5.3) and (5.7) respectively. 
 

(a)       
          t=3 ms,              t=15 ms,                               t=50 ms,                  t=100 ms, 

(b)     
         t=0.8 ms,              t=2 ms,                              t=20 ms,                                 t=30 ms, 
Fig. 5.16. Thickness profile of a lubricant droplet with disjoining pressure given by equation (a) (5.3) and (b) (5.7). 

 
Now consider, as initial condition, a uniform lubricant film with a hole in the center as shown in 
figure 5.7(0 s). Here, we use only the disjoining pressures given by (5.7) and consider two values 
of air shear stress, � = .  ,  and � = .  , , with = ,  in both cases. 
The results are shown in figure 5.17. 
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(a)  
         t=2 ms,                                  t=20 ms,                               t=50 ms,                 t=100 ms, 

(b)  
           t=2 ms,              t=5 ms,                              t=10 ms,                                t=100 ms, 

Fig. 5.17. Thickness profile of a hole in a lubricant film with disjoining pressure given by equation (5.7). The air 
shear stress is (a) � = .  ,  and (b) � = .  , . 

 
As we observe in figure 5.17, the maximum thickness of the lubricant film does not exceed the 
value of 4.35 nm which is approximately a thickness at which Π ℎ =  and Π′ ℎ < . 
Therefore, the droplets shown before in figure 5.15b, which grow unboundedly, exceed this 
critical thickness and should not be considered realistic. 
 
5.5 Conclusions 

The de-wetting behavior of PFPE lubricant films on the slider’s air bearing surface was 
investigated. We observed that, if the surface tension is neglected from the governing equations, 
the disjoining pressure acts as the only driving force during the spreading of a lubricant droplet. 
When the thickness of the droplet is larger than the critical de-wetting thickness, the disjoining 
pressure acts as a destabilizing force inducing the unrestrained growth of the film. The disjoining 
pressure induces the initial droplet to break up into smaller ones which narrow down in width 
and increase in height. We expect that as this process continues the curvature of each droplet will 
be of such significant magnitude that the surface tension cannot be neglected any more. 
 
When we concentrate our attention to a portion of the slider with size   ×  , the value of 
the surface tension is of significant magnitude so that it balances the effect of disjoining pressure. 
In this case, an initial lubricant droplet with thickness larger than the critical de-wetting 
thickness, breaks up into smaller droplets which then merge into large ones. The final state is that 
of a few stable droplets sitting on top of a uniform film. 
 
When we include the effect of air shear stress and air pressure gradient into the governing 
equations the result is that of an initial droplet breaking up into smaller ones which are then 
sheared downstream in the direction of the air shear stress. In this case, when the computational 
domain is   ×  , the air shear stress and air pressure gradient can be considered 
constants. It was not possible to simulate the de-wetting of the lubricant film on the whole slider 
domain, since it was found that surface tension is significant only at length scales much smaller 
than the size of the slider. 
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Chapter 6 

 

Slider dynamics with lubricant on the air bearing surface 
 

The total slider-disk distance in a hard disk drive needs to scale with the size of the recorded bit. 
In current HDDs the minimum clearance has been decreased to around 2 nm [6]. This clearance 
is so small that lubricant from the disk often transfers to the slider surface where it can 
potentially increase the magnetic spacing [98-101]. During HDD operations, the slider flies over 
the disk generating air shear stress that drives the lubricant on the ABS towards the trailing edge 
of the slider where it accumulates on the so-called deposit end as shown in figure 6.1a. When the 
HDD is at rest, some of the lubricant from the deposit end flows towards the ABS as shown in 
figure 6.1b. This migration is known as the “waterfall effect” [54]. When the slider is 
repositioned back on the disk, the lubricant on the ABS can result in an initial flying height 
larger than that of a clean slider, hence degrading the magnetic recording signal. Therefore, it is 
important to quantify the thickness and flow dynamics of these molecularly thin films on the 
slider surface considering, at the same time, possible changes in slider-disk spacing.  
 

 
Fig. 6.1. (a) Slider flying over a spinning disk. (b) Illustration of the ‘‘waterfall effect.’’ [55]. 

 
The contribution to magnetic spacing of the molecularly thin film of lubricant that can form on 
the slider’s air bearing surface (ABS) were often neglected when spacings were much greater 
than 10 nm, it but has become the focus of numerous recent investigations [99, 100, 101, 54, 55], 
as now even a sub-nanometer increase in magnetic spacing can degrade the recording 
performance of the hard drive. In current HDDs, the lubricant thickness on the disk amounts to 
about 10% of the total HMS [82]. In [55] the authors performed experimental tests to calculate 
the change in magnetic spacing due to lubricant migration on the slider and the results were 
compared with numerical simulations. However, for the numerical simulations they assumed the 
air shear stress to be fixed in time. In this chapter, we study the migration of lubricant on the 
slider surface considering time dependent air shear stress and air pressure gradient. We calculate 
the increase in spacing due to the migration of lubricant on the ABS. 
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6.1 The slider dynamics model 

As the lubricant migrates on the ABS, the head-media spacing is expected to change. Lubricant 
accumulated on the air bearing surface may potentially modify the slider’s attitude resulting in a 
change of air shear stress, the main driving force of the lubricant flow. Therefore, to improve the 
accuracy of our predictions we need to account for changes in flying attitude as the lubricant 
migrates on the slider surface. This situation is depicted schematically in figure 6.2. 
 

 
Fig. 6.2. Head-disk interface with a lubricant film on the slider surface. 

 
To improve our predictions, the equations of motion for lubricant, air pressure and slider 
dynamics must be solved simultaneously. The equations governing the lubricant thickness on the 
slider and air pressure are given by (5.8) and (2.38) respectively. They are reproduced here for 
convenience, 
 ℎ + ∙ {ℎ � − ℎ [ − Π ℎ ]} = ,                                           .  

 − ∙ [ � + ] + �� ∙ = ,                              .  

 
where ℎ, , Π ℎ , �, , , �� = ( , ) are the lubricant thickness, lubricant viscosity, disjoining 
pressure, air viscosity, slider-disk spacing, air pressure and disk linear velocity, respectively. 
Here = , where  is the mean free path of air evaluated at the ambient pressure . 
The symbols , ∆ represent the two dimensional gradient and Laplace operators respectively. We 
notice that in equation (6.1) we have not included surface tension effects since, as shown in 
chapter 5, they are negligible small on the length scales of the slider length i.e. =   and ℎ =  . The air shear stress � = ( , ) in (6.1) is given by equations (2.39) calculated at 
the slider’s ABS, i.e. at = ℎ and � = − . Hence, 
 � = − + �+ �� ,                                               .  
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The slider is attached to a flexible suspension known as the Head Gimbal Assembly (HGA) as 
seen in figure 6.3. The suspension induces a vertical load and torsional moments (pitch and roll 
moments) on the slider that balance the forces exerted by the air on the slider i.e. the normal 
pressure and shear stress on the slider’s ABS. 
 

 
Fig. 6.3. Finite element mesh of the Head Gimbal Assembly. 

 
The dynamics of the slider and HGA can be modeled using a finite element analysis. An accurate 
modeling of the HGA can require a large number of degrees of freedom (DOF), e.g. 204,000 
DOF in the typical case shown in figure 6.3. Since our main interest is the air bearing and 
lubricant dynamics, considering such large number of DOF becomes computationally 
demanding. Therefore, in our approach we approximate the slider-HGA system by a rigid body 
consisting only of 3-DOF, i.e. translation in the vertical  direction and rotations about the  
and  axes. In this reduced model we account for the stiffness and damping of each of the 3 
DOF. The model is shown in figure 6.4. 
 

 
Fig. 6.4. Model of the slider body with three degrees of freedom. 
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We consider the motion along the  axis and rotations about the  and  axes to be independent 
(decoupled) of each other. The equation governing the dynamics of the system shown in figure 
6.4 is obtained from a balance of applied and inertial forces on the slider body. Thus we obtain, 
 + + = � ,                                                    .  
 
with, 
 = [��� ] , = [ � ] , = [ � ] , = [ � ] , � = [��] , .  

 
where , ��, � , , �, , , �, , , �, , � , �,  are the slider-disk spacing measured 
at the ABS center, pitch angle, roll angle, slider mass, pitch moment of inertia, roll moment of 
inertia, vertical damping coefficient, pitch damping coefficient, roll damping coefficient, vertical 
stiffness, pitch stiffness, roll stiffness, vertical force, pitch torque and roll torque respectively. 
Here, �  is the external applied force which depends on the slider’s attitude . The applied 
force �  is calculated by integrating the air pressure and air shear stress over the slider’s ABS 
in the form, 
 � = ∫ ∫ −�/

−�/
�/

−�/ − ,                                            .  

 

� = ∫ ∫ [ + − ]�/
−�/

�/
−�/ − �,                                .  

 = ∫ ∫ [ + − ]�/
−�/

�/
−�/ − ,                                    .  

 
where , , , are the slider’s y-width, x-length, z-thickness respectively. Also,  is the ambient 
pressure, and , �,  are dead (constant) loads applied to the slider by the suspension. All 
forces and torques are calculated at the center of the slider. Notice that the air pressure and air 
shear stress depend on the local slider-disk spacing  (hence on ) as evidenced by equations 
(6.2) and (6.3). 
 
It is convenient to obtain time scales for changes in lubricant thickness and changes in air 
bearing pressure in order to have a better understanding of both processes. For this reason we 
non-dimensionalize equations (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3) by replacing the dimensional variables ℎ, , , �, , Π,  by the non-dimensional ones ℎ ℎ, , , � �, , Π Π, ℎ . Also, in (6.1) and 
(6.2) we replace time  by the non-dimensional time ℎ  and �  respectively. Clearing 
dimensions in all equations leads to the choice = � ℎ⁄ , � = � ℎ⁄ , Π =  with 
time scales for air pressure and lubricant thickness given by  � = ⁄  and ℎ = �⁄ �. The 
non-dimensional governing equations become, 
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 ℎ + ∙ {ℎ � − ℎ [ − Π ℎ ]} = ,                                     .  
 − ∙ [(̂ + ) ] + − �� ∙ = ,                              .  

 � = − + −(̂ + ) �� ,                                                     .  

 
where ̂ = ℎ⁄ . A typical value of viscosity for lubricants used in HDDs is =  � ∙  
and that for air is � = . −   � ∙ . Therefore, we find that the time scale for changes in 
lubricant thickness is approximately ℎ = . �, i.e. .  times larger than the time it 
takes for changes in air pressure to occur. 
 
We need also to non-dimensionalize equations (6.6) by replacing , , , , , � , �,  by the 
non-dimensional variables , , , � , � , � � , � �,  with the choice � =, � = , = � . Obtain the non-dimensional equations, 
 � = ∫ ∫ − ̂/

− /
�/

−�/ − ̂ ,                                          .  

 

� = ∫ ∫ [̂ + − ̂ ]/
− /

�/
−�/ − ̂�,                              .  

 = ∫ ∫ [̂ + − ̂ ]/
− /

�/
−�/ − ̂ ,                              .  

 
where = ⁄ , ̂ = ℎ ⁄ , ̂ = ⁄ , ̂ = ⁄ , ̂� = �⁄ , ̂ =⁄ . Similarly we can replace , , ��, � , � , �,  in equation (6.5) by the non-
dimensional variables � , ℎ , ����, � � , � � , � �,  where ��, �  are referential pitch 
and roll angles respectively. Obtain the non-dimensional equation, 
 ̂ + ̂ + ̂ = �,                                                           .  

 
with, 
 = [��� ] , ̂ = [ ̂ ̂� ̂ ] , ̂ = [ ̂ �̂ ̂ ] , ̂ = [̂ ̂� ̂ ] , � = [��] , .  

 
where ̂ = ℎ (� �)⁄ , ̂ = ℎ (� �)⁄ ,  ̂ = ℎ �⁄ , ̂� = ��� ( � �)⁄ , �̂ =��� ( � �)⁄ , ̂� = ��� �⁄ , ̂ = � ( �)⁄ , ̂ = � ( �)⁄ , ̂ = � ⁄ . 
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We use an implicit finite difference numerical scheme to solve equations (6.7), (6.8) and the 
Newmark-Beta method [82, 102, 103] for equation (6.11). We can proceed to solve equations 
(6.7-6.12), in a straightforward way, by using a single time step for the three equations. Then, at 
each time step , we solve equations (6.8) and (6.11) simultaneously to obtain the air pressure  
and slider attitude  at time + ∆ . From equation (6.9), we calculate the air shear stress � at the 
slider’s surface which is then used, along with the air pressure , as input for the lubricant 
thickness equation (6.7). The lubricant thickness ℎ is used to calculate the slider-disk spacing  
which is measured from the surface of the disk to the surface of the lubricant as shown in figure 
6.2. We repeat the process for subsequent time steps until we have reached a desired final time. 
This solution scheme is represented by the flow chart shown in figure 6.5. 
 

 
Fig. 6.5. Chart flow of the solution process for the lubricant thickness, air pressure and slider dynamics equations. 

 
The above solution procedure is computationally demanding and time consuming. However, we 
can take advantage of the disparity in time scales that exist between the lubricant flow and air 
bearing processes, i.e. ℎ ≈ . �. We therefore assume that the slider attitude and air 
pressure remain in a steady state until sufficient time has passed for the lubricant film on the 
slider to undergo a significant change. Hence, we first find the steady state solution of equations 
(6.8) and (6.11), i.e. 
 ∙ [(̂ + ) ] − − �� ∙ = ,                                    .  

 ̂ = �.                                                                           .  

 
Thus, we obtain the air pressure  and flying height  which are used to calculate the air shear 
stress � at the slider surface using equation (6.9). Then, we solve equation (6.7) to obtain the 
lubricant thickness ℎ using a time step .  times larger than � = ⁄ . We repeat this 
process for subsequent time steps until we have reached a desired final time. 
 
To solve the steady state equations (6.13) and (6.14), we need to find the equilibrium flying 
attitude = ( , ��, � ) such that ≡ � − ̂ = . We solve iteratively for  using 
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Newton’s method [104, 105]. We start with an initial guess −  which we use to solve (6.13) 
and calculate � from (6.10). Then, we obtain a better approximation  in the form, 
 = − − − − − ,                                             .  

 

where = ∇  is the Jacobian matrix of  evaluated at − . We compute the elements of  
numerically using the finite difference approximation, 
 ≈ ( + ∆ ) − ( )∆ .                                                  .  

 
We iterate Newton’s method (6.15) until ‖ ‖ < , where  is a desired tolerance [106]. 

 
As discussed in Chapter 4, the governing equation for the air bearing pressure (6.13) was derived 
assuming a first order slip condition for the velocity at the air-solid interface. Before proceeding 
further, we wish to compare this approach with the molecular gas lubrication (MGL) equation 
implemented in the CMLAir solver [75]. The solution of the first order slip governing equation 
(6.13), yields a minim flying height of 12.66 nm, maximum air pressure 24.0 atm, and maximum 
air shear stress 0.2217 atm. On the other hand, the results using CMLAir solver with the MGL 
equation yield a minimum flying height of 12.28 nm, maximum air pressure 22.5 atm, and 
maximum air shear stress 0.2230 atm. The difference in air shear stress between CMLAir and 
our approach is only of 0.5 %. Since, as shown in chapter 4, the main driving force for the 
lubricant flow is the air shear stress, we considered the first order slip condition to be adequate 
for our purposes. 

 
6.2 Simulation results 

Consider first the case of a slider with a uniform layer of lubricant on its air bearing surface. The 
initial thickness of the lubricant film is 1 nm. We use the slider design shown in figure 5.12. The 
disk angular velocity is set to 10,000 rpm. The radial position and skew angle of the slider are 23 
mm and 0° respectively, which correspond to the linear velocity �� = . ,  ⁄ . The 
minimum steady state flying height, m�n , of this particular slider design without any lubricant 
on its surface is 12.66 nm. We use a disjoining pressure given by purely van der Waals forces i.e. Π ℎ = ℎ−  with = . −  . The lubricant viscosity was set to =  � ∙ . The 
results are presented in figures 6.5 and 6.6 below. 
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Fig. 6.5. Minimum flying height, m�n , as a function of time. 

 
Figure 6.5 shows the minimum air clearance, m�n , measured from the surface of the disk to the 
surface of the lubricant on the slider. We note that the minimum air spacing, m�n , is always 
located around the center of the slider’s trailing edge (center trailing pad). We observe that as the 
air shear stress pushes the lubricant towards the slider’s trailing edge, the minimum air spacing 
decreases. We also observe in figure 6.5 that the distance from the disk to lubricant surface, m�n , decreases as the initial film thickness ℎ  increases. The rate of decrease in m�n  is 
relatively large within the first five seconds, but it slows down as time progresses. The decrease 
in m�n  is faster for larger initial film thickness ℎ . 
 

 
Fig. 6.6. Minimum head-disk spacing, m�n ℎ + , as a function of time. 
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Figure 6.6 shows the minimum head-disk spacing, m�n + ℎ , measured from the surface of the 
disk to the solid surface of the slider. During read/write operations of the hard disk drive it is 
important to maintain the magnetic head, i.e. the read/write elements, as close as possible to the 
disk surface in order to achieve higher recording densities and better magnetic signals [54]. 
Therefore, the distance m�n + ℎ  is of special interest for the optimal performance of the 
HDD. We observe that m�n + ℎ  increases with the initial film thickness ℎ . Also, after 100 s 
the minimum head-disk spacing is over 13 nm for ℎ  , which is larger than that of a 
clean slider, i.e. 12.66 nm. As pointed out above, this increase in spacing can be detrimental to 
the quality of the magnetic signal. We note that the locations where the spacings m�n  and m�n + ℎ  occur are not necessarily the same. Also both locations may change with time as the 
slider’s attitude and lubricant thickness evolve. 
 
Now we fix the slider at its steady state flying attitude. We consider the air shear stress and air 
bearing pressure to be constant in time. We use the same disk angular velocity and lubricant 
properties as above. Under these conditions we calculate the minimum spacing, m�n , and 
compare the results with those obtained above for a slider free to change its flying height with 
time. The results are presented in figure 6.7. 
 

 
Fig. 6.7. Minimum flying height, m�n , as a function of time for a free and fixed slider with initial lubricant 

thickness ℎ =  . 
 

As observed in figure 6.7 the minimum flying height, m�n , for the fixed slider is larger than 
that of the free slider. We also note that on the fixed slider, m�n  decreases with time which 
implies that lubricant accumulates on a location near the slider’s central trailing pad. For this 
purpose, we calculate the lubricant thickness as a function of time on three points of the center 
trailing pad. The coordinates of points 1, 2, 3 are = . , . ,  respectively and = .  for all points. Here ,  are the slide’s length and width respectively. The results are 
shown in figure 6.8. 
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Fig. 6.8. Lubricant thickness, ℎ, as a function of time at three locations on the slider’s central trailing pad with 

coordinates = . , . ,  respectively. Here = .  for all points. 
 

As observed in figure 6.8, the lubricant thickness increases with time on the edge of the slider’s 
trailing pad at =  but it decreases on the interior points = .  and = . . 
Therefore, we expect the spacing, , to decrease with time at the edge of the slider’s central pad 
i.e. at , = , . . On the other hand,  increases with time in the interior points of the 
slide’s central pad. 
 
6.3 Conclusions 

In this chapter we have calculated the slider’s change of attitude due to the migration of lubricant 
on its air bearing surface. The air shear stress and air bearing pressure were considered 
dependent of time; they were updated at each time step during the numerical simulations. We 
observed that the time scale for changes in lubricant thickness is approximately  times larger 
than that for changes in air pressure. Due to this disparity in time scales, we concluded that it is 
computationally expensive to consider a single time step for the numerical simulation of both 
processes. Therefore, we used a time step for the lubricant flow simulations  times larger 
than that of typical air bearing pressure simulation, e.g. −   for the lubricant and −   for 
the air. At each time step we calculated the steady state slider’s attitude and air bearing pressure 
which was used as input for the lubricant thickness simulations. 
 
We observed that the minimum air spacing, measured from the surface of the disk to the surface 
of the lubricant on the slider, decreases with time and with initial film thickness ℎ . The decrease 
in air spacing is relatively fast in the first five seconds but slows down as time progresses. It was 
also observed that the minimum head-disk spacing, measured from the surface of the disk to the 
solid surface of the slider, decreases with time and increases with initial film thickness ℎ . After 
100 s, the minimum head-disk spacing is significantly larger than that of a slider with no 
lubricant on its surface. This increase in spacing is detrimental for the read/write performance of 
the hard drive. 
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Chapter 7 

 

Numerical simulations of two dimensional lubricant flow on the disk surface 
 

As the slider-disk spacing approaches sub-nanometer clearances in current HDDs, it is expected 
that the lubricant from the disk will be displaced due to increasing air shear stresses and van der 
Waals interactions from the slider [107, 110]. It is observed experimentally that continuous 
flying of a slider on a disk track induces the formation of lubricant features on the disk which in 
turn give rise to undesirable oscillations of the slider. Some of these features are called lubricant 
moguls [107]. These are located on the track in a random fashion which does not correspond to 
any of the slider’s air bearing frequencies as shown in figure 7.1. There are other undulations on 
the lubricant which correlate with the air bearing frequencies; these are known as ripples [111]. It 
has been proposed that both moguls and ripples originate from air shear effects [35]. 
 

 

 
Fig. 7.1. Lubricant displacement on a disk track showing the moguls generated by a slider flying continuously over 

the same track for 5 s [107]. 
 

The moguls are not a result of lubricant dewetting since their formation occurs at film a thickness 
lower than the critical thickness. It has been proposed that the location of the lubricant moguls 
correlates to the location of irregularities in the substrate topography as shown in figure 7.2. 
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(a)  

(b)  

Fig. 7.2. (a) Lubricant thickness and (b) disk substrate topography [107]. 
  

In this chapter we investigate the effect of air shear stress and air pressure gradient on the 
formation of disk lubricant moguls. Predicting the formation of moguls on the disk surface can 
be of critical importance when the head-disk clearance is of the order of a few nanometers. 
 
7.1 Governing equations 

We want to study the lubricant flow on the surface of the disk when a slider is flying over a 
given track as depicted in figure 7.3. 
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Fig. 7.3. Slider flying over a spinning disk coated with a lubricant film. 

 
The equation governing the evolution of the film thickness on the disk is given by (2.48). Since 
in this chapter we are concerned with length scales of the order of =   and ℎ =  , we 
can ignore surface tension effects as pointed out in chapter 4. Therefore, the equation of motion 
of the lubricant (2.48) becomes, 
 ℎ + ∙ {ℎ � − ℎ [ − Π ℎ ]} + �� ∙ ℎ = .                                    .  

 
The air shear stress � = ( , ) in (7.1) is given by equations (2.39) calculated at the free 
surface of the lubricant, i.e. at =  and � = . Hence, the air shear stress is obtained from, 
 � = − − �+ �� .                                                        .  

 
We take into account possible van der Waals attractions exerted by the slider on the disk 
lubricant. This effect is included in our calculations by means of a disjoining pressure of the 
form, 
 Π ℎ = ℎ− + − ℎ − ,                                                       .  
 
where = + ℎ. Here,  and  are Hamaker constants for the interactions between the 
lubricant film and the disk surface, and between the lubricant film and the slider through vacuum 
respectively [18, 112, 113]. Typically, the carbon overcoats on the slider and on the disk surface 
have different constitutive properties so that ≠ . We note that the second term in equation 
(7.3) represents a pressure exerted on the lubricant by the slider. Consequently, the slider must 
experience an equal and opposite pressure that needs to be taken into account in the calculation 
of � , i.e. we replace  by − − ℎ −  in equations (6.6). 
 
The equation of motion for the lubricant thickness must be solved simultaneously with those for 
air pressure and slider dynamics. The solution procedure is represented schematically in figure 
7.4. 
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Fig. 7.4. Chart flow of the solution process for the lubricant thickness, air pressure and slider dynamics equations. 

 
The non-dimensional version of the equations shown in figure 7.4 can be obtained using the 
same dimensional scaling used in chapter 7. The resulting non-dimensional equations for air 
pressure and slider attitude are given by (6.8) and (6.11), while the non-dimensional equation for 
lubricant thickness is given by, 
 ℎ + ∙ {ℎ � − ℎ [ − Π ℎ ]} + �⁄ − �� ∙ ℎ = .                .  
 
Equation (7.4) differs from (6.7) by the convective term �⁄ − �� ∙ ℎ which arises in this 
case due to the motion of the disk with velocity ��. 
 
7.2 Simulation results of lubricant flow on a disk track 

Since the length of a typical track on the disk is several orders of magnitude longer than the 
length of the slider (e.g. a disk track at a radius of 23 mm is 144 mm long while the slider is only 
1 mm in length), we restrict the computational domain to only the section on the disk underneath 
the slider. This section has the length and width of the ABS as shown in figure 7.5. On this 
section, we set periodic boundary conditions on the leading and trailing edges and set ℎ⁄ =

 on the inner and outer edges. The condition ℎ⁄ =  implies a zero volume flux boundary 
condition. We note that considering a disk track with the length of the slider is not a significant 
limitation to the model since the time response for changes in lubricant thickness is several 
orders of magnitude larger than the time for the disk to complete one revolution. 
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Fig. 7.5. Computational domain on the disk track with boundary conditions. 

 
We consider the case of a smooth disk track coated with a uniform lubricant film. We first 
assume that a slider is flying on top of the track with a fixed steady state flying attitude so that 
the air pressure gradient and air shear stress are constant in time. We use the slider’s ABS design 
presented in figure 5.12. The steady state air pressure ̂, air pressure gradient ∇ ̂ = ( ̂, , ̂, ) and 
shear stress �̂ = ( ̂ , ̂ ) are plotted in figures 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8 respectively. Here, the symbol  ̂  denotes steady state variables. For the slider design shown in figure 5.12 the steady state 
flying attitude corresponds to a minimum flying height = 12.25 nm, pitch = 135.77 µrad, and roll 
= 15.96 µrad. 
 

 
Fig. 7.6. Steady state air pressure profile ̂ for the ABS design shown in figure 5.12.  
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(a)   (b)  
Fig. 7.7. Components of the steady state air pressure gradient: (a) ̂,  and (b) ̂, . 

 

(a)     (b)  
Fig. 7.8. Components of the steady state air shear stress: (a) ̂  and (b) ̂ .  

 
As initial condition the disk is covered with a uniform 1 nm lubricant film. We solve equation 
(7.1) for ℎ using the numerical method described in previous chapters. The disk angular velocity 
is set to 10,000 rpm. The radial position and skew angle of the slider are 23 mm and 0° 
respectively, which correspond to the linear velocity �� = . ,  ⁄ . We use the 
disjoining pressure given by (7.3) with = . −   and = . −   and a 
lubricant viscosity of =  � ∙  [113]. The results at time =  �  are shown in figure 7.9. 
 

(a)   (b)  
Fig. 7.9. Lubricant displacement profile, ℎ − , induced by a slider flying at steady state for =  ; (a) 2D view 

and (b) 3D view. 
 

Figure 7.9 shows the lubricant tracks on the disk surface left by the flying slider. The lubricant 
film had a maximum deformation of 0.5 nm after 60 s of slider flying on the same track which is 
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equivalent to 1.086 million revolutions on the “reduced” track, i.e. the track with the same size as 
the slider. 
 
When a slider flies over an asperity or a disturbance in the topography of the disk, the slider will 
vibrate in either of the vertical, downtrack or offtrack directions or a combination of the three.  
The vibration of the slider results in changes in the air bearing pressure and hence in the shear 
stress. To obtain further insight into the process of lubricant flow on the disk surface, we solve 
equation (7.1) considering that the air shear stress and air pressure gradient have the following 
artificially imposed sinusoidal variation in time: 
 � , , = { + [s�n ̂⁄ , ]}�̂ , ,                                         .  

 ∇ , , = { + [s�n ̂⁄ , ]}∇ ̂ , ,                                      .  
 
where ̂ = / . Here, �̂ and ∇ ̂ are the steady state air pressure gradient and air shear stress 
shown in figure 7.7 and 7.8 respectively. This sinusoidal variation is intended to roughly 
approximate changes in flying height of the slider. In this case, we consider a section of a disk 
track with dimensions × , where  is the slider’s width and  is the slider’s length. Then, 
we solve equation (7.1) numerically to obtain the results shown in figures 7.10 and 7.11. 
 

(a) (b)  
Fig. 7.10. Lubricant displacement profile, ℎ − , induced by the air shear stress and air pressure gradient (7.5) at 

time = .   on a disk track with dimensions × ; (a) 2D view and (b) 3D view. 
 

(a) (b)  
Fig. 7.11. Lubricant displacement profile, ℎ − , on a central section of the track shown in figure 7.10 of width from = .  to = .  and same length; (a) 2D view and (b) 3D view. 

 
As observed in figure 7.10, the oscillations in air shear stress and pressure gradient induce 
periodic fluctuations on the lubricant with the same frequency as that in (7.5). After a simulation 
time of = .  , we observed a maximum deformation of the lubricant of . −  
which is located under the side rails of the slider’s ABS. Figure 7.11 shows the section of the 
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track ( .   in width) located underneath the slider’s center pad. The maximum lubricant 
deformation in this section is . − . 
 
We now investigate the effect of downtrack oscillations of the slider i.e. along the x-axis. For 
this purpose we assume that the location of the air shear stress �, and air pressure gradient ∇ , 
moves along the track in a sinusoidal manner, i.e. 
 

  � , , = �̂ − ̂ s�n ̂⁄ , ,                                           .  
 ∇ , , = ∇ ̂ − ̂ s�n ̂⁄ , ,                                        .  

 
where ̂ = . . This sinusoidal variation is intended to roughly approximate the motion of the 
slider along the downtrack direction. Then, we solve equation (7.1) numerically to obtain the 
results shown in figure 7.12 and 7.13. 
 

(a)  (b)  
Fig. 7.12. Lubricant displacement profile, ℎ − , induced by the air shear stress and air pressure gradient (7.6) at 

time = .   on a disk track with dimensions × ; (a) 2D view and (b) 3D view. 
 

(a)  (b)  
Fig. 7.13. Lubricant displacement profile, ℎ − , on a central section of the track shown in figure 7.12 of width from = .  to = .  and same length; (a) 2D view and (b) 3D view. 

 
As observed in figure 7.12, the downtrack motion of the air shear stress and pressure gradient 
induce periodic fluctuations on the lubricant with the same frequency given in (7.6). After a 
simulation time of = .  , we observed a maximum deformation of . −  of the 
lubricant which is located under the side rails of the slider’s ABS. Figure 7.13 shows the section 
of the track ( .   in width) located underneath the slider’s center pad, i.e. under the slider’s 
read/write elements. The maximum lubricant deformation in this section is . − . 
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7.3 Conclusions 

In this chapter we have numerically solved the lubricant evolution equation on the disk surface. 
It was found that the lubricant film on a disk track has a maximum deformation of 5 Å when a 
slider flies continuously over the same track for a total time of 1 minute. A sinusoidal variation 
in the magnitude of the air shear stress and air pressure gradient induces modulations in the 
lubricant thickness of the same wave length as that of the shear stress. It was also observed that a 
downtrack oscillation of the air shear stress and air pressure gradient induce modulation of the 
lubricant film thickness with similar characteristics as those modulations arising from magnitude 
oscillations of the shear stress. The oscillations in air shear stress and air pressure gradient are 
intended to approximate the changes in flying height that a slider undergoes when flying over an 
asperity or a disturbance in the topography of the disk. 
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Chapter 8 

 

Conclusions and Future work 
 

8.1 Conclusions 

We have implemented a numerical method to obtain the lubricant evolution on both the slider’s 
air bearing surface and the disk surface. The numerical scheme solves a partial differential 
equation that governs the motion of thin film fluids. This governing equation, known as 
Reynolds equation, was deduced from classical lubrication theory which is based on continuum 
mechanics. Even though the air and lubricant films on the head-disk interface are composed of 
just a few molecules across their thickness, the continuum approach followed here was proven to 
be adequate. 
 

We studied the recovery behavior of a depleted Z-tetraol film after laser heating. More lubricant 
depletion was observed when the exposure time to the laser heating was increased. We observed 
that almost 80% of the lubricant reflows back to the depleted region within 20 min at room 
temperature. Our simulation results showed a good agreement with experiments. The 
discrepancy between experiments and simulations was attributed to differences in the model 
chosen for the disjoining pressure. Also, the lubricant viscosity of real thin films is thickness 
dependent while in our simulations it was assumed to be constant. Other factors such as 
viscoelasticity of the lubricant may also give rise to differences in the simulations results. 
 

It was shown that the lubricant accumulation characteristics on the slider surface are strongly 
dependent on the slider’s flying height, skew angle and ABS design. It is concluded that a 
smaller flying height contributes to a faster lubricant removal from the ABS due to an induced 
increase in air shear stress. It is observed that when the HDD is at rest, lubricant accumulated on 
the deposit end flows back into the ABS driven by the action of disjoining pressure. It was 
found, for a particular slider design, that increasing the slider’s skew angle has the effect of 
enhancing the lubricant flow process due to a decrease in the slider’s flying height. The lubricant 
migration process is significantly dependent on the ABS design. It is found that slider designs 
that accumulate most lubricant on a broader area on the deposit end and have larger values of air 
shear stress remove lubricant from the ABS at higher volume rates than those designs where 
accumulation is concentrated near the center of the deposit end and have smaller values of 
average shear stress. 
 

We investigated the de-wetting behavior of PFPE lubricant films on the slider’s air bearing 
surface. It was observed that, if the surface tension is neglected from the governing equations, 
the disjoining pressure acts as the only driving force during the spreading of a lubricant droplet. 
When the thickness of the droplet is larger than the critical de-wetting thickness, the disjoining 
pressure is a destabilizing force that induces the unrestrained growth of the droplet. The 
disjoining pressure breaks up the initial droplet into smaller ones which narrow down in width 
and increase in height. When we consider a portion of the slider with size   ×  , the 
value of the surface tension is large enough to balance the effect of disjoining pressure. In this 
case, an initial lubricant droplet breaks up into smaller droplets which then merge to form larger 
ones. The final state is that of a few stable droplets sitting on top of a uniform film. When we 
include the effect of air shear stress and air pressure gradient into the governing equations the 
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result is that of an initial droplet breaking up into smaller ones which are then sheared 
downstream in the direction of the air shear stress. It was not possible to simulate the de-wetting 
of the lubricant film on the whole slider domain, since it was found that surface tension is 
significant only at length scales much smaller than the size of the slider and without surface 
tension the solution is unstable. 
 
We calculated the slider’s change of attitude due to the migration of lubricant on its air bearing 
surface. The air shear stress and air bearing pressure were considered dependent of time; they 
were updated at each time step during the numerical simulations. We observed that the time scale 
for changes in lubricant thickness is approximately  times larger than that for changes in air 
pressure. Due to this disparity in time scales, we concluded that it is computationally expensive 
to consider a single time step for the numerical simulation of both processes. Therefore, we used 
a time step of −   for the lubricant flow simulation and a time step of −   for the air 
bearing pressure simulation. At each time step we calculated the steady state slider’s attitude and 
air bearing pressure which was used as input for the lubricant thickness simulations. We 
observed that the minimum air spacing, measured from the surface of the disk to the surface of 
the lubricant on the slider, decreases with time and with initial film thickness ℎ . The decrease in 
air spacing is relatively fast in the first five seconds but slows down as time progresses. It was 
also observed that the minimum head-disk spacing, measured from the surface of the disk to the 
solid surface of the slider, decreases with time and increases with initial film thickness ℎ . After 
100 s, the minimum head-disk spacing is significantly larger than that of a slider with no 
lubricant on its surface. This increase in spacing is detrimental for the read/write performance of 
the hard drive. 
 
We simulated the lubricant evolution equation on the disk surface. It was found that the lubricant 
film on a disk track has a maximum deformation of 5 Å when a slider flies continuously over the 
same track for a total time of 1 minute. A sinusoidal variation in the magnitude of the air shear 
stress and air pressure gradient induces modulations in the lubricant thickness of the same wave 
length as that of the shear stress. It was also observed that a downtrack oscillation of the air shear 
stress and air pressure gradient induce modulation of the lubricant film thickness similar to the 
lubricant moguls observed experimentally by in many laboratories. The oscillations in air shear 
stress and air pressure gradient are an approximation to the changes in flying height that a slider 
undergoes when flying over an asperity or a disturbance in the topography of the disk. 
 

8.2 Future work 

To obtain more accurate descriptions of the lubricant flow process it is possible to make several 
improvements into the governing equations. For instance, in this work the lubricant viscosity was 
considered to be constant. However, it has been observed by several authors [37, 114] that the 
lubricant viscosity of thin PFPE films can be thickness dependent. Some of the models discussed 
in the literature can be implemented in the governing equations. Other factors such as 
viscoelasticity effects on the lubricant can also be taken into account to improve the accuracy of 
the mathematical models. 
 
The disjoining pressure models used throughout this dissertation were only rough 
approximations to real PFPE lubricants on amorphous carbon overcoats. It is desirable to carry 
out experimental tests to obtain a model of disjoining pressure that can match, as close as 
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possible, the true behavior of the lubricant-substrate systems found in commercially available 
hard disk drives. Moreover, the new temperature conditions expected in future heat assisted 
magnetic recording drives are likely to change the properties of the disjoining pressure and the 
lubricant viscosity. In this case, it is necessary to consider temperature dependent properties for 
the lubricant film. 
 
The initial condition for the lubricant film on the slider’s ABS was always considered to be a 
uniform layer which covered the whole surface of the slider. However, it is observed in 
experiments that the lubricant on the slider is non-uniformly distributed on its surface [41]. It is 
then convenient to develop a novel model of lubricant transfer that can predict the lubricant 
distribution on the ABS, for a slider flying at close proximity or possibly in contact with the disk. 
Current models found in the literature are limited to one dimension [50, 39] or are so 
computationally demanding that can only consider small regions of the slider of the order of a 
few nanometers [115, 116]. 
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